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THE ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM

OXFORD -n

Telephone S7522 3 Teb
C'l

Dear Virginia,

Delighted by your note and placing and date for

the amphora. The impression is from a Phoenician scarab of the general

type much imported into the East Greek world. I have a girl here doing

a thesis on these and she identified it immediately. It is of more use

to her than you, I think, since it has a terminus and most of these

things float up and down the centuries, ^t was probably faience,

les, I wish I had stayed longer. Athens began to exert something

of the old magic again.

y

C,

VIRGINIA R. grace: EXCEPTIONAL AMPHORA STAMPS Plate XXXV
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American School of Classical Studies
54 Swedias Street, Athens 106 76, Greece

November 8, 1990

Dear Dr. Monakhori

-hank you for your long letter of Sept.j^6, 1990, I am glad if my proposed

-hodian dates helped you to developej^ sa+isfactoriTy your Sinopean sequence. It

seems quite probable, as you propose, that Sinopean amphoras continued to be

made after they had ceased to be marked with Greek stamps, I am glad to hear

that Soviet specialists agree with mo that the stamping stopped in or about

183 B.C., especially if, as you say, Brashinsky himself came to this view in his

latest years, I had much admiration and friendly feeling for Dr, Brashinsky, and

a lot of correspondence with him, I wish I had had the occasion to advise him

about the readings on the amphoras in Romania, instead of just Smperaur, Our

archive is very extensive, and it was also good luck that some of the stamps in

the Dacia article were illustrated by photos, which could be compared with what

we have on file,

entirely master
Do not bo discouraged if you cannot^ythe chronology and shape-sequence of

Rhodian stamped amphoras. Sir John Beaaiey is alleged to have said, "The

Rhodian alone would take a man his whole lifetime,"

I am much Interested in the amphoras o^ which you sent me photos, and rubbings

of their stamps, which come, you think, from excavations in the Kuban area, and are

now in a museum, (^ilhat museum?). The first three, as you say, are surely the typo

of most of those found in the Serge Liman wreck. ViTa do not find matches for the

stamps, as fa^ as we can make them out, except that a monogram ia rather

common, in other dies, ^mBers (J) and (§) suggest the shape of some
where about 300 B.C.; compare Rggparig 1971, pi,15, numbers 13 and 15; there is a

better parallel from the Kyrenia wrack. Mord or lass like your 4 and 5, we know

quite a lot of amphoras or parts of amphoras datable at about this time. The similar

ities among them, plus the quite noticeable variations (say, in shape of toe),need
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study, Samoa, like Attioa, produood olive oil, and did not export wine: and note

that the Athenians were occupying Samos for a good part of the 4th century B.C. I

think the "Solokh 1" Samian shape is related to the Attic. See my article in

HeaoerTa 1971, especially pp. 66-67 and 78-79. On my identification of Samian

amphoras as oil jars, not wine jars, please see iMd. pp.79-81 including footnotes.

Samian wine was celebrated bv Byron, not by the ancients. Solokh Type I, and the

amphoras in the Kyrania wreck, are taken up in the same article, in the Addendum

to footnote 68, pp.68-69.

I hope you will be able to continue your studies of the interesting group,

and if possible publish it with good photos at 1 : 10 for the xtRmxx:^ amphoras,

and at 1 : 1 for the stamps (as sharp as possible).

With best wishes, yours sincerely,

Virginia B. Grace
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American School of Classical Studies
jp- -'v--*—A 54 Si^dias Streejr, Athens 106 76, Greece

.4^/Ly-uA_I/T~ 3-^ C7)*, ' Soptamber 11, 1990

Professor Alan Johnston
Department of Classical Archaeology
Uni'Torsity College
Gowor Street
London WGl 6BT, England

Dear Alan,

Thank you for your offprint on the Storage Amphoras found at the Aph/aia

Temple. It is good to have these things published, though a task that would

daunt me - all those small bits. I am glad to hare your references to par^-

allel material.

Some notes of commeiit and/or inquiry:
P.3«
The sequence of foot-profiles in my Bianckenhagen article/ is a good

reliable thing since each of the feet is part of a whole-preserved jar (they

are not bits identified as best may be},and each of the jars has got a good

context. Only nos 1 and 2, I suppose, are of a date right for your lot. I

think my no. 2 is approaching your "re-entrant curve" on the inside. I don't

see why one should expect your material to be a"!' so closely contamporary.

P.41
"Interesting differences": increasing length of neck and handles in

general, 6n the 5th century anyhow, indicates increasing lateness. Ciinican-

beard gats this in, and I do, elsewhere, of. 1971, pp.75-76.

Also p.4l: (D era. interested to see that you find no "lining" on the

inner surface of your Chian and Lesbian wins jars. I think Carolyn Koehler

uses the lining occasiona"'ly present on the incide of a Corinthian B amphora

as evidence that that kind was for wine.

p.47: the Kalabakteps material. You give no publication reference. By
any chance has. it been published? Or any other more or less whole amphoras

found in Milotos (and not obviously Chian or something). I do not find
Dupont very helpful.
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Further on p.47: Your 99 does look iiamian, and I vfould like to think it

TTO.S one of a lot taken on by Darius' fleet when it asseTiibled in Samos, of.

Hespgffia 1971, p.80. I don't understand what is meant by the possibility of

"other possible places of manuiffaoture" for Samian or Milesian amphoras,

unless you are thinking of later times, whan the Samiana were liring away

from Samos because Athon/ians were ijcoupying Samos.

Note on p.47, lime 7 of the first paragraph, the Agora inventory number should

bo P 24869. (It is correct on your p.49.)

P. 5i: For a close parallel for your stamp, see BOH Suppl.13, p.530, fig.15b.

The stamp is on the handle of a completely presenrod amphora. It is published

at the end of an article, "Amphoras rhodiennes du Myeea do Nioosie", by I.

Nioolaou and J.-Y. Bmpereur. They don't think it is Khodian. Perhaps ho has oa''''ed

your attention to it I see that note26 continies on the next page,

and you have Smpereur's jar. You also have Agora and other raferances. Somewhere

in the article there might perhaps have been an acknowledgment of help received

here. You do make some acknowledgments.

Further on p. 52: See your note 29. Dp you have information on a Thasian
through

of the 6th century? as you say "archaic". Sren for 4>ts dovelopmon'̂ tii the 5th

century, I have not seen evidence, except scraps, and bad and contradictory

photos. It will be important to clear th^s up.

p.61: "It has generally been assumed that Samian (and perhaps Milesian)
Silver Coins of Samos (1966)

jars wore oil containers." Actually Barron^-y(p.7, with notes) is still talking
about"the island's famou* winey and suggesting this as referred to bv the

amphoras in some of the coins. I took the trouble to look up his documentation,

and the text of mine that you cite^ is not exactly an "assumption". Yjju are

right that tiur amphoras wore reused, oven as water jars; but of course Chian

j .in. and ^ ou off.rlngs, .ouldn't th«y.
I have recently come back from seven weeks in the U.S. Have you bean in

Greece recently? Hope you are wall.

Yours, V.
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f jAmerican School of Claf:Rioal Studies
-• »5M-- ^ Swadias Street-fc Athens 140 Graece

XTtAugust IV, 1963

Kyle M, Phillips, Jr.
Via San Giovanni, 6 ,
50124 Firsnza

Italia ^

Dear Kyle:

As ^Irs. Petropoulakou wrote you for me in Ju'ty 1977, your small

amphora, AJA 81, 1977, p.93, fi^s. 21, 22 is Samian "and seems to be

datable in the early 6tB century B.C." She referred you to my article

w £ ^ © D £o_^ -^eaperia 40, 1971, pp. 52-95 on Samian amphorasj on pp. 79-80 of this
ti 3 C 3 >,M ®
D O "H M

P ® c S article, is p.ivon the evidence showing that these jars cnrried oil, not"®, e S ' c
^ ® ^ . •H

° 5 ° ° o § " viine. On pi, 15, no, 2, is a little jar in Samoa which may be ofem^ipred
K « -P 'H M

d c e o e p

lIx.H ® a,w o with yours, sea its description p,93. But now there are a number more
cu sc t X >-«

found by Samian fishem-in that have a body shape more closely resembling

yours. The variations in oody shape seem intended to produce various

capacities. Oil was expensive, so it was natural to carry it in small
yours (S)

containers. The little dipper found with it (your figs, 24, 25), as yon '

say, suggests oil rather than wine as contents. Wot mentioned, I think, ,

in that article, is the "Samian leicythos" you speak of in your recent

latter (22.VII,83) but perhaps that also would point to oil, I have some

text on Samian amphoras in the Blankenhagen festschrift (1979), see pp.

118-120 of t lat volume; a Soviet scholar had also identified the Samian

shape,

For your other amphom, I had barely time to see that it is Corinthian

before iixxExxxRxi the photos were snatched from me by Carolyn Koehler,

the expert on that elass. She was in the midst of preparations to go

back to the US after a year in Greece, She will write to ybu, but I

believe the date you suggested is right for her views. She is to be at

the Congress aerself.
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73—202. Pointed amphora; figs. 21-23.
DIMENSIONS AND CONDITION: H., 0.40 m.; Max.

D., 0.27 m. Restored from one hundred and twen
ty-one fragments. Almost complete, preserving part
of one handle, shape: The lip is accented by a
rounded moulding and the neck is set off from
the shoulder by a ridge. On the underside, within
the foot ring, is the pointed tip of the amphora.
technique: A very fine-grained buff clay. Indi
vidual pieces are burned gray through black. The

Fig. 18. Impasto bowl, Fig. 19. Impaste bowl,
fragment ofmolded handle, fragment ofmolded handle.

71-562. Front view 71-562. Back view

Fig. 20. Impasto bowl, fragment of molded handle.
71-562. Detail

tail. The vegetal motive, however, is the same on
both handles, though that of 73-239 has been dis
torted at the edges by the narrower sides of the
strut, indicating that the design was stamped out
and not mold-made.

Apart from the quantity of bowls and cups found
within this room, several larger utility vessels were
also uncovered. Among these is a pointed amphora
inside of which was found a small ladle-like cup
(figs. 24-25).

Fig. 21. Pointed amphora. 73-202.
Front view showing sign or mark

Fig. 22. Pointed amphora. 73-202.
Side view

\ooz
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Fig. 23. Pointed amphora. 73-202.
Detail of sign, or mark

clay, though micaceous, is much finer, less gritty,
than that encountered in the majority of utility
vessels from the site. The general impression is
that this clay is less porous, the particles being
more tightly compacted, and that initially it was
fired at a highertemperature than the utility vessels
of local fabric. This suggests that the amphora was
imported, comments : The surface was undecorated
save for the shoulder area between the handles

where one finds a carefully incised letter, or sign
(fig. 23). It should he noted that the top bar ex
tends beyond the two outside vertical strokes.
Mabel Lang informs us that the horizontal bar
touching the three vertical strokes makes it un
likely that this is a mark indicating the amphora's
capacity. She further observes that it is not the
standard archaic Greek epsilon with vertical bar
and three slanting strokes. It seems best to con
sider our example a mark, perhaps of the non-
Etruscan potter who made this amphora.

73—209. Impasto cup. 111. 14; figs. 24-25.
DIMENSIONS AND CONDITION: Max. H., 0.062 m.;

Max. D., 0.053 tti. Entire, technique: Fine-grained
impasto discolored orange through burning, com
ments: This small high-handled cup perhaps
served as a ladle for the pointed amphora in which
it was found. Its rather minimal capacity would
make it more convenient as a dispenser of olive
oil than wine.

After further exposure of the S wall of the small
room a large utility vessel was found outside the
wall. Its relationship to the material from the
burned stratum within the room is uncertain, hut
it is presented here as another example of the vari
ety ofshapes in the local utility ware from thesite. '̂'

For other examples from the site, B. Bouloumic, MEFRA 84 (1972) 61-110.

III. 14. Impasto cup. 73-209. Profile. Drawing by
N. Norman

Fig. 24. Impasto cup. 73-209.
Side view

m.

mm

Fig. 25. Impasto cup. 73-209.
Back view
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Septsabar 28, 1987

S89 furtb.r in my Samiau articla, oitcd to you in oonnaotion with tied

imar.ea (H«gp,ria XL, 1971, pp.52-95). on p. 84 mantion of a closed deposit in

Rhodes containing numerous stamped early Khodian and other amphora fragments,
with two redfigured kraters. The Rhodian in this deposit included 8 or more

IX

fragments stamped AA2B combined with a device or letterT(variou8). I have not
XTl US9

found nar..n^of whloh this oouTd b. tb. boglnning. Do you tbinfc It nlRht idontify
th. produoo of a sanotuary? Did your poddaas can at bhodaa? fbaira I -lias.d a
reference).

Further reference to the deposit, seo BC^ 8uppl. 13, p. 564, under no.22.
2Picture of the redfigure, sen e.g. jV^es Btudos C-reeques. 1973, p.98. The

Rhodian seem to be a stage earlier than those in the Kyrania wreck (late 4th)
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d red-brown fabric with micaceous
1j

ncreted; barely worn; HJ - top half

jpres to c. mid-body; small chip
alder; HK - lower half of amphora
r

c-O-SH in.; max. diam. c. 0.36 5 m. ;

.024 m.; rim diam. 0.131 m.; neck

m.; neck base diam. 0.117 m. ;

/ y' ht. 0.122 m.; handle w x th. 0.040 x
V' V

0.020 m'.-; • ------
v., -V

thick. 0.009 m.
'a

Description: Oval rim sharply undercut; neck tapers slightlv
to shoulder; neck delineated from shoulder bv

ridge; sloping shoulder merges into globular

body with no delination; short, ring toe is

bevelled on exterior face; oval handles attached
below rim, arch up sliahtlx'- p.-a 4-hon j-

--- - —'len tr3m to

vertical and attach on shoulder.

Parallels: Agora P30715; pale orange fabric; ovoid body;
/' same toe.

^ Grace, He^. 40.^Agora Exc. P24 869 from the
lowest part of well deposit Q12:3. Nothing
later than 490 B.C. (Agora XII, p.397),
Ht. 0.56, D. 0.376; handles 0.037x0.021, with a
ht. of c.0.11. Mote grooves below rl., slight
offset at base of neck, slight taper of neck

•A.
/ .

V.

V

9 m,







n

- V
ht. 0.122 m.; neck base diam. 0.117 m. ;

^handle ht. 0.122 m. ; handle w x th. 0.040 x
\rx

^ 0.020 m.^; toe ht. 0.023 m. ; toe diam. 0.06<^ m -
V, N.V '

thick. 0.009 m.
V ^

Description: Oval rim sharply undercut; neck tapers slightlv

to shoulder; neck delineated from shoulder bv

ridge; sloping shoulder m.erges into globu] ar

body with no delination; short, ring toe is

bevelled on exterior face; oval handles attached
below rim, arch up sliohtl^'• s-j -f-Vion -i-,,

- • c O

vertical and attach on shoulder.

Parallels: Agora P3071o/ pale orange fabric; ovoid body;
same toe.

^ Grace, Hesp. 40.^Agora Exc. P24869 from the
lowest part of well deposit Q12:3. Nothing
later than 490 B.C. (Agora XII, p.397),

Ht. 0.56, D. 0.376; handles 0.037x0.021, with a
ht. of c.0.11. Note grooves below rim, slight
offset at base of neck, slight taper of neck

"0^,21

AMPHORA (HJ & HK)

Location: PQ15 and PQ5

Fabric: well levigated red-brown fabric with micaceous

inclusions.

Condition; lightly concreted; barely worn; HJ - top half

of amphora pres to c. mid-body; small chip

out of shoulder; HK - lower half of amphora

preserved.

Dimensions: pres. ht. e-O-SH m.; max. diam. c.0.365 m.;

rim ht. 0.024 m.; rim diam. 0.131 m. ; neck
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downwards, finger impressions at base of handles,

and the hollow of the interior that falls below

the top of the foot as seen from the outside.

Clay pinkish buff, micaceous, with vestiges of a

light slip (?) like a bloom. The inside is smeared

near the mouth." ^^7
I

Zeest, Bosphoros, p.71 and Pi. I, 3.
\

Naveh, Mesad Hashavyahu,"pinkish buff, tiny mica

bits." ) " -

Kelley, Qurneh, pi. 82.2, Dynasties XXIII-XXVI.

..j.i-'" • *

Date: 5th c. B.C.
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AlllSTOTLE
POLl'i'ICS, I. IV. a-o

the operatives undergo the greatest amount of bodily
degradation, the most servile those in which tlie most
uses are made of the body, and the most ignoble
those inwhich there is theleast requirement ofvirtue
as an accessory. But while we have even now given
a (reneral description of these various branches, yet
a detailed and particular account of them, though
useful for the practice of the industries, would be

4illiberal as a subject ofprolonged study. There are Dti'or

.03

rov mo/.iaros TrXelarai XPV^ '̂̂ ' o-yevveararai 6
6Voy iXaxicsrov rrpoaSd aperrj,.^ nepi ^
Toy'rcyv /ca^oAoy e'lp^ra, Kac vvv, to Be Kara
l.apos i^epi^oXoYetaeai XPV<^^pov pev ^pos ras ep
yLias iopriKov Be r6 IvB^arpi^e.v enei B earivJivioJyey applva .epl

39 UapulKal WnoXXoBcLpcp re? .'f. M ^al -ne^vrevpiv-p,, opo.0^9 Be Ka.
T [. „ *. HeiitneLTCJ

1259 r

Soirr:Jl'Acuv, Taura pcv eV toutcov Oe^pelro.
i^JeXk- en /cai ri Xeyopeva a.opaBjjv^

: iiiiucicn cvo c*, w- j ^ 1 ^ wniets on

books on these subjects by certain authors, tor inauBiries.
.^.1 ..1 ^ r* n -1 A ... .-vll/-./-I o b f»Texample Charetides® of Paros and Apollodorus of

Lemnos have written about both agriculture and fruit-
' • ' •' 'so on other topics

^20x

THE ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM

OXFORD 0X1 2PH

Tel: (0865) 57522
23 Jan 79

C V'-
/

Dear Virginia,

ihank you for your note. I am glad to have the references. Even

with notes it is not going to be possible to put in all the things

I would like and in the paperback I had to be utterly laconic. At

—— —ill iw_±.he^lidt refs now, though not in the text, and a

.TT-y^
1(?/

FA<^c: i4 (OlaI
IVllW TT«— -

Ail best wishes^

from these authors
; but in addition a

le'^ of the scattered
hroiight success

_A11 these methods
alue wealth-getting, Tii.ile
of Miletus, which is a ?
g wealth, but which,
icause of his wisdom,
lon. Thales, so the
•ty was taunted with
it from his knowledge
lile it was still winter '
large crop of olives,
oney and paid round
ive-presses in Miletus
I low rent as nobody
n the season arrived,
• a number of presses
etting them out on
'zed a large sum of
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THE ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM

OXFORD OXl 2PH

Tel: (0865) 57522
23 Jan 79

Dear Virginia,

Thank you for your note. I am glad to have the references. Even

with notes it is not going to be possible to put in all the things

I would like and in the paperback I had to be utterly laconic. At

least there will be the Hdt refs now, though not in the text, and a

rather fuller guide to literature about other items, but 1 did not

feel up to turning it into a Rostovtseff size book so folk will still

have to use their imagination. It is aimed at the young student

who wants a lead into the subject.

Ail best wishes.
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ARISTOTLE

125Sb'3 aco^.ara .WcS.ra. ,^dX,ara SovXcK^rarache ono^
rov aconaro. TrA.rara. xp.?««. ayevvcararat beSnov iXdx^GTOv rrpoobeZ aper-qs.^ Xu Jrd
rovTO^v KaddXov ,.uv eip-qra. Kac vyv, ^
ue'poc dKpi^oXoyeladai XP^aiiiov ^xev Trpo?
S/a. /oprucA. 8e ™ivbcarpl^e^v ene. h ear^v i.oSor;4ap/.eVa ..epl ro.W o^ov Xapr,-r.8r, rep

1259! riapJeS 'A,ToAAo8c6pep rep A^j^veep
re'as icat fAp? Kal •ne^vrevp,evi]S, op-oioj^ Se Ka
dXXois Trepl dXXoJV, ravra ^lkl' eK rovrwv ^^eejpeerwSra> Le/.A«- '̂re 8^ Kal ri Xeyof^eva ^opab^v

5Se''e5v i^Lrervxvx^ocv moe
-SZ^e^v- \jTdvra y^PZ^Jd QdxL rovavXXiyeiv [Tiavra yap
reaeSae rvvypwanariK^ '̂. olov Kai ro 0aAea> roa 5
AUArjae'ov roOro yelp ^Vre Za^^^ooa-
r^ariKdv dXX iKelvcp fiev 8ia r7,v oo^.av rrpoo
dnrovcn. rvyyd^e^ Sd KaOdXav re ov.

)y^p aureS Seel r^v -neviav^ ays avayJyeXovs r-qs
6iXoaofas odaqs, Karavoqaa^ra^ ^aoiv âvro
dXa^dyv 4>opdv iaopiivqv « rqs aorpoXoytas en
Xecudyvos S.ros, eirropyf,aavra xPW^rayv^ oXcyayv
dppapwuas SeaSoCme reSv eXacovpyiwv rwv r ev
AleA-nrea Kal Xe'eo rrdvrayv, oXiyov p.i.aQayaap.evov ar

^i'oddevds iTTipdXXovros- eVeiS^ 8' o Kaepoj^ ^Ke,' OvUeVOS e-TTepartAOl'TOS cee^^^^., y " ...-r-. J ,
TToXXwv ^qroviievoyv eJpea Kae e^aicfyvqs, eK^uaOowra
Sv rpoTTOv qPovXero TroAAa xPW'̂ t^ avXXe^avra,

" Otherwise unlenown.
e Also mentioned by N'arro anei Pliny.
e 'I'lie author ofthe Second Book ofthe pseudo-AnstotelianejrronemieVet seems to have taken this hint.
" 'J'he founder of Creek philosophy and mathematics,

and one of the SevenSages, 6th-3th cent. n.c.
54
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POLITICS, 1. IV. 3-C

the operatives undergo the greatest amount of bodily
degradation, the most servile those in which the most
uses are made of the body, and the most ignoble
those in which there is the least requirement ofvirtue
as an accessory. But while we have even now given
k creneral description of these various branches, yetliCUCl-cii — — 1 1 U

a detailed and particular account of them, though
useful for the practice of the industries, would beU.SeiUl iUl LIU- rrM

4illiberal as a subject of prolonged study. Ihere are
books on these subjects by certain authoi's, for industries,
example Charetides " of Faros and Apollodorus^ ofI 11 \_/i IC*L«—1 IP

Lemnos have written about both agriculture and truit-
farming, and similarly others also on other topics,
so these subjects may be studied from these authors
bv anybody concerned to do so ; but in addition auy ciiiV uuu.V 11 j

collection ought also to be made " of the scatteredL 11N—L^ LILI i I 11 u c4iAO v *. ^

accounts of methods that have brougivL^LC££S3_^accouiiLb ui iii\=LiivjLio —I ' . ^—7\ j

business to certain individuals. LAll these methods
are serviceable for those who value wealth-gcttmg,

afor example the plan of Thales ^of Miletus, which is a
device for the business of getting wealth, but which,
though it is attributed to him because of his wisdom,
is really of universal application. 1hales, so the
story goes, because of his poverty was taunted with ,
theuselessness ofphilosophy ; butfrom his knoM ledge ^
..fastronomy he had observed while it was still winter ;
that there was going to be a large crop ofolives, '
so he raised a small sum of money and paid round
deposits for the whole ofthe olive-presses in Miletus
and Chios ,Nvhich he hired at a low rent as nobody
Was running him up ; and when the season arrii ed,
lliere was a sudden demand for a number of presses
at the same time, and by letting them out on

1 T 1.1 IT __lt .1/1 1. /1.11 flu 111 /N T

<4L tilt; hcliliC LllllC, aiiu t-'J XV.V1-..-J5 -

what terms he Uked he realized a large sum or
55
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ARISTOTLE

emSei^at oti pdScov ecTL TrXovTSLV Tots (j}i,Xoao(f>oLS
div ^OvXcoVTIXLf dAA' OV TOVT eCTTfc Tiept OCfTTOvScC-
^ouctivTI QaXfjs jxev ovv XeysTai tovtov top TpoTTOV 6
eTTiSeL^ip •noirjaaadai tt)S (xo^tay ecrri 8 ojOTrep

20 eLTTopLev, KadoXov TO TOLOVTOP yprjp,aTiOTt.KOP, eap
TLS SvpTjTai, piOPOTrcoXLap avTcp KaTaoKevcL^cw Sto
KOL Toyp TToXeoiP epiai tovtop ttolovptoi, top iropop
oTap aTTopcdcn yprjpaTOjp, popOTTuyXiap yo.p tojp
iOPLCOP TTOLOVOLP. €P StACeAta Se TtS" Tcd^PTOS 7T(Xp 7
avTCp popiapaTos aweTrplaTO irdpTa top aiSrjpoP €K

25 Tijop Oi^TjpelcOPy p€Td 8e TCCVTd OA? OcfyiKOPTO €K TiOP
epTTOpiopP Ot epTTOpOly eTTCoX^l popos, ov tto^Xtjp
TTOi-qaas vireppoXrjP ttj? Tiprjs, dAA' opws enl Tots
•nePTriKOPTa TaXdpTot-s eixeAajSev eKaTOP. tovto pep 8
ovp 6 Aiopvcrio^ aladopepos to. pep ypripaTO. eKe-

30 Xevaep eKKoplaaaOai, prj pePTOL y' eVt pepeip ep
HvpaKovaais, di? iropovs evpLoKOPTa tols avTov^
TTpdypaoiP davpcjiopovs. to pevTOi opapa' QdXecu
Kal TOVTO TavTOP eoTLP- dpipoTepoL yap eavTots
eTeypaaap yepecrdai poPOTTwXLav. yprjoipov 8e yvco-
pld,eiP TavTa Kal tols ttoXltlkols' TToXXals yap

35 TToXem Set ;)(;pTjp,aTtCTp.ot5 Acai tolovtcvp TTopcvp, loaTrep
oIkLo,, pdXXop Se- Stdirep Tives Kal TxoAiTedovTat
TLVP TToXiTevopepoip TavTa popov.

V. 'Erret Se Tpla pep-q T7]S oiKOPopiK-qs •qP, eP 1
pep SeoTTOTLK'q, nepl •qs elpr^TaL irpoTepop, ep Se
naTpLKrj, TpiTov Se yapiKq^—Kac yo.p yvvaiKOS

' auroC Susemihl:
€vp-qpo.y Oewpppa, dpapa edd.

; codd.
laciinam Conring.

" The talent was about £240.
' Dionysiiis the elder, tyrant of Syracuse 405-867 B.C.

cf. Thucydides oi 5' ovkctl f/xetrar dWd . . .
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POLITICS, I. IV. 5—V. 1

money, so proving that it is easy for philosophers
to be rich if they choose, but this is not what they
care about. ( 1hales then is reported to have thus
displayed nis wisdom, but as a matter of fact this Government
device of taking an opportunity to secure a monopoly
is a universal principle of business ; hence even
some states have recourse to this plan as a method
of raising revenue when short offunds ; they intro
duce a monopoly of marketable goods. There was
a man in Sicily who used a sum ofmoney deposited
with him to buy up all the iron from the iron mines,
and afterwards when the dealers came from the
trading-centres he was the only seller, though he
did not greatly raise the price, but all the same he
made a profit of a hundred tiilents ^ on his capital
of fifty. When Dionysius'' came to know of it he
ordered the man to take his money withhimbut clear
out of Syracuse on the spot,*^ since he was inventing
means of profit detrimental to the tyrant's own
affairs. Yet really this device is the same as the
discovery of Thales, for both men alike contrived
to secure themselves a monopoly. An acquaintance
^vith these devices is also serviceable for statesmen, for
many states need financial aid and modes of revenue
hke those described, just as a household may, but
m greater degree ; hence some statesmen even
devote their political activity exclusively to finance.

^• And since, as wcsaw,'' the science of household Tiie
management has three divisions, one the relation of 'la-iiiaud's
ui.aster to slave, of which we have sjioken before,'' one poHucai.
toe paternal relation, and the third the conjugal 7— "'f faUier'a

^ C. ii. init. ' C. ii!../?»;., iv.
The construction of tlic sentence is intcrrupteil, and never

completed.
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There wouTd be lot of Cprint•ian
container amphoras to be cited
overseas, but Carolyn Koehler
at the U. of Maryland is novj the
authority on these, aud actually
has Tsiy files, 'vhicii stie has
-nuoh Bupplamenteci.

American School of Clas; ical Studies

54 Swedias Street, Athens 140, breeoa

Janup-ry 13, 1979

23

Dear J ohn,

Thank you for references in your letter of 10 Dn^, 'j/hich I shall look

up (Stoa libi^ry inadequate), _! Vuiva a fine nostalgia ^or the days of your

excavations in Chios, for your house in an oranp;a grove frequented by a white

horse, for Mr. Choremis, for my visit at Bnborio -'dth Sva Brann, for the Open

Meeting about STnborio when you and Sinclair spoke, and B.il.dill said afterward

that he h^d never heard a better presentation of a site, Sva Brann turned up

not long ago, perhaps the suravier of 1977; she was splendid, absolutely herself.

In case you are still tending to the Greoka Ove rs eas, note a little Samian

oil jar, with an oil ladle, found at Murlo in Tuscany, pee AJA 81, 1977, pp.93-4;

oontaxt 6oO-o75, On being ini'omod of the prov, of the jar, frof, i'hillips

wrote that they have also other luxury imports, "Bast Creek bowls, Laconian bowls,

Corinthian plates, and raw ivory." "'i-ybe all this la in the article - I am not

coacking. You my recall also the Samian oil jar found in the cemetery at

Camarina; thia had a stamp which yau identified for ma several years ago as from

a Phoenician scarab,

I would be bappy if whan you give Herodotos as a source, or aotually auote
e.g (about the Borysthones)

a passage (p,252 in my oopy of the 19G4 paparbound) you would slip in, right in

the text, the reference to chapter and verse. There are often things one would

like to read around, and probably you have plenty of readers who, like myself,

would have to de a bit of research to find such a pas;age,

There are Eoma corrigenda still in this IDC4 edition which hav« probably

boon caught in the meamthile, as I believe the present is not the first revised

edition, S,g,, middlo of p, 192, Posidonia is surely acuth'*eaBt of Oumae*

It is a very nice book, which I am glad not to have missed.

Yours,
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ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM • OXFORD OXl 2PH

Telephone Oxford 57522 (STD Code 0865)
10 Dec

Dear Virginia,

Your letter came at just the right time, as I was going over

the Egypt chapter for the last time. Many thanks indeed. "For your

other questions, oi in Chios is, I expect, talked about in Roebuck's Ionia

book but at least there is Thales cornering the oil prr ses in a good year

there (Ar. Pol. i 1259a). For the date of Defenneh I think the historical

probabilities of it being knocked out by Cambyses in hs invasion plus

the decorated pottery are fairly secure. Robert Cook would have something

on this in his London CVA vol.3.

I hope you are -veil - have a good Xmas and Yew Year

(how one recalls those Finlay library parties b t even nostalgia is not

what it used to be).

U

(
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Amarioan School of ClaGsioal Studies
54 S-wedias Street, Athens 140, Greece

Hoveiaber 30, 1978

Dear John,

In connoetion with our photographic department at the Agora, I happened

to hear that you are doing a new edition of The Greeks ..fthrged. I had never/ redd

the old edijrion, and have since been doing so with pleasure at xay lunch hours.

In the new edition, will you perhaps make an addition or two from, ny "Samian

Amphorae," of which yeu have a copy (Hasp. 1971), because of having told ma all

about the geioB of which impressione are published there, Samiah amphoras are

illustrf,ted by rgtrie, theugh unwittingly, of. pp.68-69, with fig.l, of my artTSlof^,-
—5— yt

The centents would have been oil, cf, my pp. 79-80. On your p,146, you mention

oil as a product of Chios| I would be glad to have documentation for this. Prob

ably you could add a 6th centuiy Lesbian wine amphora to the fibds from Defanneh:

one was sketched for me in the University Collage, London, in April 1974; its

label called ih UG 19247, I don't find anything in Petrie that seems to corres

pond with it, Lesbian amphoras, of, ray Picture Book 6, fig, 52, left part; I

expect you remember those grey jars from Kophina, and were you also in Smyrna?

A young woman is doing a study of the olass, Urs. Barbara Clinkenboard, former

assooiate member of the ArMrioan School.

I note you say, p. 152, that the Greek finds at Daphnae fail at about 525,

Is that Gtill your belief? There is one of the Samian amphoras that I would have

thought was a bit lator than that: T^nis II, pi. 33, 1 (ny p,68, fig.1,3}.
tfe all look forward to the first British School lecture this evening; Jane

is up from Naxffli.

Yours,
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I, B, Brashinsky, "i'lovi data about trade bet-wean Olbia and Samos," Brief Communi

cations of the Inst. of Aroheology, 109, 1967, pp. 22-26.

p^22 The Olbia excavations of recent years have significantly increased -what -we kno-w

about the economic relatuons of that city with various Modit. centers. New Materials

have given ms the possibility of not only establishing a sdries of heretofore un

known centers from -which various t /pes ofsgodds came to Olbia but also of supplement

ing and wven on occasion altering our existing concepts of the ec. devel. of Olbia

and in part of the SW Bl.Sea region as a whole.

These mat.s have enabled us for ox, to establish the very signif. devel. of
1 2

Olbia's trade relations with Corinth in the 6th and 5th oent.s B.C., with fiigina.

The classifying of the amphora stamps of Monde which -wore found in Olbia enabled us

to widen substantially our picture of the importation of wine from that city to 01.
3

in the 5th and 4th cent.s B.C.

The data which wo have just presented indicate/ that one of the most important

sources for establishing new cehiters which had trade relations with the north Bj. Sea

region as well as in the matter of clarifying the chronology of trade relations of cities

which had bean known earlier is at the present time pottery and,K± most imp. of all

pointed amphoras and the stamps that are found on them. In recent years groat success

has been achieved in classifying and localizing a number of groups of pottery stamps

from the vast number of stamps of an unknown place of production (loci incerti).

the same time, scholars often use the so-called numismatic method of studying. This

method which consists of a comparison of the images on the stamps ("emblems") with

coin types enables one not only to localize but also to date and sts. quite accurately
The collections of finds on the excavations of recent years in the area of the

NW sector of the Olbia temonos (excavation Eg) are of great interest for the study of

the trade relations of Olbia.

In 1962 in one of the household pits there, 4n which the gi-feen regjfion abounds,

was found a complete pointed amphora (fig.2). It has an egg-shaped body and a low



- 2 -

(p.22) straight nock. It is .69 high, tho diam. is ,328. Tho rim is in the shape of a broad

flattened crest which broadens slightly toward tho top; on the sid.o of the handles
nock at the

the neck is somewhat indented (tho diam. of the^rim is from .128 to .15). On tho nock

of the amph. about in tho middle there is a"Emall sharp ring-shaped excrescence" [i.e.

tho offset] which is characteristiw for the entire group of amphoras to which the ono

p.23 we are describing belongs. The handles are oval. The body ends in a short foot with a
"sherd"

doop indentation (.04). The ^terifil of the bessel is dark rose colored, in places

going over into reddish brown; tho clay is wo^l-knoadad and mixed, ibi Admixtures of

sixgkk fine gold particles of mica and of particles of lime are few. Tho surface of the

amph, has a light cover. Tho vassal is vary wall shaped and fired.

All of the material from the storage-pit where the amph. was found dates in the

end of tho 6th and the 1/2 of the 5th century B.C. which permits us to date this

amph. rather definitively in tho l/Z of the 5th cent. B.C.

In the same year, 1962, and in the same sodtor but in tiutx another household pit

(No. 11) [Material from this pit as well does not go Mxiata boyon^ tho limits of

tho 1/2 of the 5th ©entury B.C] there was gound the upper part of an amphora which was
completely analog)i^us to the one we have described in all details (fig.3). On one of

its handles is impressed a stiall circular andpigraphic stamp in which is depicted a

pointed amphora (fig.4,1 and 2). This representation reproduces the^type of the
amphora on which it is placed. An attempt to determine tho place of origin of this

stamp is possible only with tho help of the numisqi. method. The closest parallels, as
5

it turned out, are provided by Samos coins. The series of silver and copper obols of
gSamos are well-knovm. On their reverse side a pointed amphora is depicted. The shape

of the amphora on the coins (fig.4, 3 and 4) coincides with the stepe of tho amphora

on tho stamp (fig.4, 1) (there indeed it is presented in a rougher way, which is of
course a result of the material of tho stamp and of the coin) and in a still greater

degree with tho shape of tho complete amphora from Olbia. Hence one is led to assume
ofthe Samian origin of our stamp as well as the unstamped amphora
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" ^ " II III
(p.23) Coins Twith a rapraeontation of an amphora occur in tho 2nd and 3rd periods of

7

Samian ooinago -which are dated by P. Gardner respectively as 494-439 and 439-394 B.C.

p.24 «7ithin these limits it is possible to date tho amphoras -which wo have discovered.

Ho-wovor it seems to us that the possibility of narrowing these chronological limits

exists. In the first place, as has been stated, the conditions of tho find do not

permit us to refer the amphoras under discussion to a period later than the first

half of the 5th century. In tho second place, limiting their date to the l/2 of tho

5th sontury B.C. can bo basod on other considerations as -well, having to do with tho

history of Samos.

It is well known that Samos in tho l/2 of tho 5th century -was one of Jrho most

powerful and economically developed of the Greek states. After the organization of
na-val

the first Athenian league and Samos's joining it, the island found itself in a priv-
8

oleged position in comparison with the other allies. This is indicated above all

by the fact that tho Samians were not obliged tp oontribute monetary oontribxiutions

to tho league treasury. The assumption has already been expressed that the political

privelegos of Samos (as well as those of Chios and Lesbox) were accompanied possibly

as well by a privelegod economic position, partioulatly in dealings with the Bla^ck Sea

region. And thus it continued until 439 B.C. whan after the suppression of the in-

successful Samian revolt by the Athenians Samos not only lost her very special positigj,

in tho league but was subjected to cruel reprisals as well which inflicted a very

serious economic decline on the island. Incidentally it is probable that tho hamporin

of the eo. interests of Samos by the Athenians had begun somewhat warlier, and this

was precisely one of the causes of the revolt. Qyite characteristic is the remark of

Thucjdided (1,117, %) who emphasizes the fact that after the initial victory of the

Samians over tho Athenaian fleet they "were the rae.stars of the sea and they imported

and exported whatever they wished",

P^25 which we have presented compel one to come to the conclusion that the
economic relations of Samos with the NBl. Sea region in tho 5th century ware limited

to its f<)rst 6 decades; in theX later period they are highly improbable and their

possibility can even be excluded.
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(p,^) The discoveries in Olbia of fragments belonging to a^-P^ioras of the type -we have
numerous. O

OA va>->-n described are very One shd assume that they/ are to be found also in

materials from other ancient cities, not only from the FiY Bl. Sea region, but also

- from the Bosporos. If attributing them to Samos is correct, then it turns out that

the flow of Samos goods in pottery containers to Olbia in the l/2 of the 5th century

was sigH±f±BXX considerable and the ec. relations of Olbia with Samos which were

extremely intensive in the 6th cent, B.C. continued to devolope actively in the

1/2 of the following century as well.

Exports from Samos to Olbia at this time were not restricted to goods trans

ported in amphoras. Pottery wares continued to bo delivered as well. In the same

pit (llo.ll) in wh. the amphora with the st. was found, there also turned up a fragmented

thick-necked hydria made of characteristic Samian clay decorated with dark hands. In

type it relates to the Samian hydrias which wore found during the excavations of the

Heraion on Samoa which date it is true to a much earlier period (the 9th to the 8th
11

oontui-|ro8 B.C.). In the 5th cent. B.C. the importing of thin-necked Samian decorated

pottery continued as well.

The close economic interrelations of Samos with the north Bl. Sea region is well
12 1962

attested by aroheological materials for the 6th cent, B.C. as well. [N.A. Sidorova

"Archaic pottery from Pantkapaion," pp. 102 ff. and on pp.125 ff. she lists the

literature dealing with the various centers of the N Bl. Sea region.] Especially abundst

ant are the finds of Samian wares in the early cultural levels of the NymphaiTO whioh
13

were unusually nymerous in comparison with finds from other cities. This abundance

of Samian products in the Nymphaibn as well as elements of an agricultural nature als

provide one with a basis to conclude that the city was founded by settlers from ^
14

Samos or they in any event took an active part in the founding of NymphaiOT by

Ionian colonists. A/!^ number of scholars also find the influence of Samian coinage
on early h»h coin types of Pantikapaion (lion's muzzle)

All these wares however date only in the 6th cent. BJG. Materials for judging

the relations of Samos with the N Bl. Sea region at a later period wore not to be

o
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(p.25) found. The finds from the excavations at Olbia from the last 2 ye^rs permit one to

conclude (still however in a very provisional T»ay) that these relajrions continued in

the 1/2 of the 5th centuiy B.C. as well. It is probable that at this time Samos still

continued to play a significant role in the ec. affairs of the NVIT HI. Sea region and

of Olbia in particular.

New materials from Olbia furnish us with the opportunity of drawing a more concret o

pi-cture of the ec, relations of the NW Bl, Sea region at the end of the 6th and

1/2 of the 5:Jfh cent, B.C. in general. Until recently is an opinion prevailed which

held that beginning with the Greco-Persian ypirs the relations of Athens with the N

Bl, Sea region completely eclipsed the relations in this area with all the other
17

p, 26 Greek centers. This opinion was held by the author of the praaent article.

However this view simplifies far too much tjjce ec, relations of the N Bl, Sea region

of that period. Although Athens in the 1/2 of the 5th century really did occupy
this

domijnant position in the N Bl, Sea markets, it dfcd not however load to the complete

discontinuance of ec, relations between the N Bl, Sea region and the other Greek

cantors; they continued to play a noticeable and active role in the ec, life of the

NBl, Sea. The NilV Bl, Sea region as well as obviously the whole NBl, Sea retained

in the I/2 of the 5th cent, EC broad ec, relations with various Modit, centers,

Abruit changes in th4 ec, relations of the cities of the N Bl. Sea can bo observed

after the establishment of the actua] control of the Athen/ians over Bl. Sea shippj^
movements. To take the place of their Medit, partners in trade there appear on the

scene cities of the S Bl, Sea region, particularly B-erakleia Fontica and Sinope
iansPeloponnosian war and the establishing of strict control by the AthenaijumxxxDfx

over

shipping movements obviously provided the docis^ive impulse to the development
of

in^-Bl, Sea commercial dealings, but this is the subject of a special investi
gati

oa.
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Another carbon copy filed under
USSR-Brashinsky
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® Doar Brofessor Brashinsky,
Ei CO 09

•H ^
^ ® Thank you for your offprints from Aroheolop;la XIX and from KSXA 124,
o >3

®

jo en ^ received recently. In the meanwhile I had found that our School subscribes
'O

tj ® •-<

to Archedor.ia, and I had had that article translated, I agree with you that your
3

b c

CO >» 0

. same
^figures 12 and 13 belong to tho« series as my fig. 3, 3, and others, and of course

® ^ Vi

^ Zi S it strengthens the attribution that vie arrived at this identification for thiscr* W C3 ^'
h S3
® O

C** Ja. C(-4
0 -B
® 0 • Bi
>i no "O •

® i " § which you have read. But I have not been able to read your original article,
xi m

® 49 D

,-g ^ which seems to be the one in KSIA 109, because our School does not subscribe to
>s >5 ® 0
V 0 0 -P

Ip .p ® o this journal, and neither do any of the other Schools in Athens, apparently. So
CO 3 O

^ 'ri to

®p please send me copies of your cited articles in KSIA 1Q9 and 116. Apparently it
o +> 6 10
o pi

u p -^5 this latter that you illusti-ate the Chian jar from the same context as the
O O fC -p

S,*© Samian in the Elizavetovskaia cemetery. For dating purposes, I would like to see
® vc 0 ^

O O >>

^ that Chian jar, since there is a development in the shape of the swollen-neck jar,
fi'o^o to
®al o have no more copies of those articles,^ woyld you be so kind as to send m#
0 0 0 '

• +> 43
CO >3 O

p 1-4 to
0 W C -P
e 0 O
^ ^ ^ Your o&py of my article was sent to you registered airmail on Ootober 30.
p p ® 0
:3 0 <0 3
m g o Please let me know if you received it,
a • ® +>
g CQ 0 CO

^ Your article in ArcheoloKia would be particularly interesting to somebody
• r-i CO OJ

December 10, 1971

" shape independently. The reasons for my attribution are all in the same article.

+>

o

a

®
o

photocopies of your own personal oopies?

o s to0 .0 0 working cm the Corinthian class. It happens that it was translated for me by Paul

p ^ 0 ^roneer, the som of Oscar Bronesr, who is not an archaeologist, but was much inter-
m -HO

ested to see references to his father's work, and mentioned it to his father.

-H 500^^ Can you send me direct photographs of the various amphoras in these articles
0 ™2 —
o % prefer/ably at a scale of 1 ; 10 ? At least I would be obliged for precise height

measurements of the individual jars, especially of the one in fig, 12/ By any
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carbons in; "Samian Amp^prasl', history of article
USSR: Brachinsky

xxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxx

54 Swedias Street

Athens 140, Greece October 29, 1971

£ .s

Dear Professor Brashinsky,

I am much pleased that you have road my article on Samian even before

receiving your offprint, I am delighted that you are in agreement with at

least some of the attributions, I am eager to see the articles you mention,

in which you publish amphorae resembling fig, 3, 3, etc. In your letter
you say

of a year ago(Oct, 23, 1970)^"Soon I'll send you " your article in Archeologja

XIX, Warsaw 1969 (ooonomic relations of Olbia), But in fact I have received
O
O

^ 8$
® ^o articles of yours with dates later than 1966, I have your article on

ra to -gelations between Ulbia and Aigina (1963), but not the one on the relajtions
^ to -H

^ g ^etween Olbia and Samoa (1967), I will now try to find the publications you
>

» speak of, in one or other of the Athens libraries. I can mention them in a

^ note I plan to send to ^sperla with corrigenda and adderida to the Samian

article,
e

^ I would of course send you an offprint of my Samian article, I think
•H

you are a largo part of my reading public) These offprints came very late,

« and up to now I have received only a third of those I ordered (and paid for);
E
p this may bo because of a strike by the dock-workers in America, which I think

has just finished. 1 have given away a few copies here in Athens, but have not
CO

U

® posted any as yet. Yours will be in the first lot to be posted (including those
£
a, to J.P.Barron, John Boardman, and others) which I hope will go tomorrow.

g I am afraid I may not have acknowledged before this that letter of Oct,25,

1970, Thank you for your remarks there on the dating of the astynomoi series,

I look forward to the special study on the problem. I do think that finding

things in late contexts does not neoessarity prove that they are late, since there

-p
C-.

O

t
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araphorae have been found especially in the settlements on the Golohian coast. Most
(P^ <_—SZ~ ^---0-i-i-e:l.^zi^ - . J

of them, dajod to the 6th century B.C., are of Ionian provenance. Finds of amphorae
from Chios, L„b„,, („,j ar. particularly fr.qu.nt; in th. 6th and
6th cntlrl., th.y p.n.trat,d into th, inland part of th, country (Vani, Dablagomi).
Fragment, of amphora, with ,o-call.d ,t„mp ba,.B ar. also fr.qu.nt .nough, a, ™u
as Tsare from other as yet unknovm centers.

"p ial mention should be made of comparatively numerous fragments of a
in group of amphorae (fig.21) found during the excavations of a sixth or fifth

..ntury Sit, near ancient Phasi. (Si^gri nUag,). Th.„ potsherd, b.lohg to a
Itype of amphorae that was widosnreafl fwi 4-v.o „ it.^ r- 51 wiQospreaa on the northern coast of the Black Sea in

the 6th and 5th centuries B.C.; we can -inHo- r.4> it, \ „., we can judge of the (form) of such amphorae from
one amphora found intact at Oibia (f-iv??^^., a..

Si 63 of
the 6th century B.C. I.B.Zeest f here +v.« a. ,Lhere the ref. seems to be »# to the book

« h.y..^p.79-80, on "Froto-Thasian", though it is given peculiarly - adiff, ,d.,J
calls such amphora. "Protothas.an" on th. grounds that th. clay they war. mad. of
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resemblas that of the Thasean amphoras, In reality however the mineralogical

composition of the clay of the Protothasaan amphorae is quite different from that

of the genuine Thasean ones. The provenance of the amphora in question has not

yet been determined. If is interesting to note that the shapes of these amphorae

exactly are similar to those of late-sixth century vessels that are considered to
64

have been produeed mn Samos but the kind of clay is quite different [Cf, Zeest,

op. cit., PI. I, 3.] (we are therefore inclined to gibe our amphora the conventional

name of Pseudo-Samian if, of course, the priority of Samos in producing this

type of amphorae is proved),"
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I.B.Brashinsky, "New materials toward the study of economic relations of Olbia X

in the Vlth to IVth centory B.Cj," AraiaBgiKx Aroheologia XIX, 1968, pp. 45-80.

p,45 The excavations of Olbia in recent years have considerably expanded out knowledge

of the economic relations of this cnty with various Medit. centres in the 6th to 4th
and

c. B.C. The new materials have enabled us not only to supplement in some cases alsc

change the existing ideas about the ec. rel. of Olbia, bit also to discover a number of

prevmously mnknown centers from which various products came to Olbia, These materials

show for example that Olbia's trade with Corinth in the 6th ^nd 5th c. and even in the

4rth c. was considerably more developed than would have been thought up to now. Prom

CIrinth to Olbia went not only figar painted pottery but also products in ceramic
architdctural

jars (amphoras), roof tiles, terracotta archit. ornaments, and also various cult

objects. One might think that at this time there was direct trade relations between
Olbia and Corinth, which played an important role jjxth in thejeconomy of Olbia aspg:,
especially at the end of the 6^h and in the 5th c. B.C.

Corinthian imports make up the most numerous group among the imported arcb- +
"itectural

terracottas in Olbia in the 6th and 5th c. B.C. This category of wares is mari
^ Up

primarily of rooftiles with painted c^s. The Corinthian tiles with

Olbi„ belong to one typw. Both the face of the «a^aas and that part of the lo
J"®'' ®urfacg

that extended beyond the edge of the roof are smooth. On these are oaintfli^P inted _
trsas in redfigure. The ornaments which are dona in the color of the clay

painting ^gobe)are surrounded by dark background. iM The decoration combines the lio-ht «
j-ignx colors of

engobe with black or darkbrown paint and purple. This primitive type of
2 ^ ananalogue in the sima frggments from Gordion and the Delphian temenos Tv,

Sima ig
part of as a single whole with a flat tile, with relation to which it

®an acu-^Q
angle; this was evidently due to the need for giving it a stri6riy vertnn •,

V'xcai positj^
with the corresponding inclination of the roof. Thus the simas from 01b-

J-»ia belong to
the category of sooalled Traufsima or lateral (horizontal) simae tx

• J-t shoui,j
that a Corinthian from Oibia, whose entire width is preserved, lacks a wat

thi= detail not obligatory on all til... ,ao praaent only
on
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them, which alternated on the roof with tilee lacking waterspouts.

The Corinthian simas of the type here discissed are 0.53 wide and 0.15

high. The face is fully covered by a single zone of painting, consisting of a

complex maeander, whose free fields contain rectangles with checkerboard ornament

(fig.l). The rectangles with check, om. are framed by narrow red bands. The entire

space between maeanders, like the "checkerboard^, is colored with black (darkbrovm) :pa

paint. This technique is the most common on Gorinthisn architectural t.c.s beginning
3

witT the 5th c. B.C. [Gives ref.s, and remarks: this system of ornamentation

virtually never occurs in Sicily and Magna Graecia] That part of the lower surface

of the tile which overhung the cornice is also ornamented. Awide red band (3 to 4

cm. wide) extends directly along its edge for the entire width of the tile. One

corner fragment also presetted the renains o(ff some kind of ornament drawn in brown

paint, which could not be reconstructed however because of its poor state of preserv.

Mo comp§ete tiles with simas were found in the excavations in Corinth. The

finds from Olbia have made possible a complete reconstruction of one type of such
5

tiles (fig.2). Lin the Olbia excavations of 1960 and 1961 were found fragments

of a Corinthian rooftile with sima, from which it was possible to collect an almost

complete tile i^wBs (inv.no. 0) 60-2779, 0 (61-2031), The full width and almost the

full length (72 cm.) up to the sima are preserved.) These tiles are flat, rectangu-

larjplates with raised edges along the long sides and a transverse ridge in relief

along the rear edge which fits into the oberlying tile. They belong to the socalled

Megarian Treasury type, or Megarian type, according to the finds in the i^iegarian Tr,
6

in Olympia. [Koch - see ref. - quite justifiably bebieves this kind comes from

Corinth. J The plate is somewhat wider^ at the front (53 cm.) than at the rear

(49.5 cm.). This widening is due to the fact that the interior part of the tile has

projections a^out 1.5 cm. wide on the side. The reconstructed length of the tile wif

sima is 78 om. Its thicknesses from 3.2 om. (in the miflfile) to 4.7 cm. (at the
7

edges). The tile is very heavy. [o. Broneer, op.oit., p. 83, line 37, points

^^Jigthe great variety of flat tiles. Most of these are about 68 cm. by 59 cm. in
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size, but some are 78 cm. by 70 cm. respectively. The tiles are 2.5 to 4.0 cm. thick]

In the anterior part, along the entire width of the tile, runs a semicircular groove

12 cm. wide, which is 3 cm. deep below the surface of the tilej this undoubtedly served

as a gutter. The forward edge of the groove merges into the sima, which was thus formed

inte|:grally together with the tile. From all indications, the sima was painted after
the firing. Only a few slight traces of the black and purple paint remain hero and

there. The ornament of the sima was incised before painting; a few shallow traces of

this incision are preserved.

The restored Corinthian rooj^ tile with sima from O^ia represents a new type, MM
hitherto unknown. The ornamental pattern of the Corinthian simas from Olbia a compla
meander with checkerboard ornamentation in the free spaces ~ is characteristic of Cor

inthian architectural terracottas. This ornamentation usually forms the lower zone of

'̂̂ ^pan™^^^ complicated decoration, as well as the main decor of the face (anterior end)
of flat tiles dating from various times. This ornamentation in itself does not provide
a basis for dating the simas, inasmuch as it was used for a very long time. But a def
inite terminus post puem for the Olbia fragments can be obtained from the stvle n-p

oi pain-f;

ing. This, as we have said, is red-figure —light ornamental figures left blank i 4.
thecolor of the clay, against a dark background. This technique began to be used in the

painted decoration of Corinthian architectural terracottas in the 5tVi
10 ®®'itury

B. C., but was also in use later. In the 4th century B. C., however, relief dec
of architectural terracottas was especially common. [An exception are waterspouts •
the form of lion heads, which were also made earlier.] But the Olbia fragments
have said, are smooth. Thus the simas with which we are concerned can api».rently ^
dated generally in the 5th century B. C. There are some considerations, however
may enable us to arrive at a somewhat more precise date.

We have already noted

in

"s We

the primitiveness and simplicity of the SQffil Corinthian »•
sunas fj.

Olbia, .hich dlBtingaiehes tham from all tha too™ typaa of similar «tarlal
coming48 Corinth itself and from other places. Ihay have a simple profile and eimplifi,,

tatlon, oonsistins of coe sone. These distlnotive features eugeest that the o ,



beginning

'p, 4^^ belong to the initial period of the red-figured style —the SM of the 5th and perhaps even
the end of the 6th century B. C. This supposition is not inconsistent with the conditions

under which they were found: they were discovered in strata and pits with material dating

from the end of the 6th to beginning of the 5th century B. C. and not going beyond the first

lialf of the 5th century.

The discovery of the Corinthian architectural terracottasfrom Olbia prompt a new approacl
trade ^

to the problem of the economic relations of Corinth with this city, and probably also the
A

northwestern and northeastern parts of the Black Sea region generally. It was believed up

to now that Corinth had no direct trade relations with the cities of the Northeni Pontus,
12 T?

and that the few existing Corinthian imports were brought here by Athenian or Miletian

traders. Such a conclusion had some basis, inasmuch as it was founded on the lack of any

extensive importation of Cofcinthian thin-walled painted pottery. But the coarse juns. pottery

(coarse iware of Corinthian origin) until recently was never studied, and finds of Corinthian
14

artifacts of such kind were only occasionally mentioned, at best. Corinthian amphoras

with pointed bottoms^^ are now well kaown in the Northern Black Sea region, both on the Bos-

phorus and at Olbia, and aCorinthian group of every-day pottery ^\u::Ver»Q^^ ojmX So
16

has also been identified on the Bosphojrus. Similar wares are included in quite consider

able numbers among the unpublished materials from the excavations at Olbia in the past few
ceramic materials

years. It now is becoming clear that expensive pottery waresj/rere also brought from Corinth
to the Northern Black Sea region. Besides the Corinthian architectural terracotta, fragments

of plain Corinthian roof tiles have also been found, although in vei^ small
17

quantity, to be sure, at Olbia, Corinthian tiles have also been found at Nymphaea. [Uot

published; kept in the Hermitage Museum. Among these, in particular, is an almost complete
pan

flat HM tile and a fragmentary kalypteron T.ith a stamp — the impression of a gem,]

49 The role of Corinth as one of the most advanced and economically developed centers of

production in Greece during the 6th and 5th centuries B. C. is sufficiently well known. In

connection with the matters discussed in the present article, wo shall say only that -Mn

Corinthian roof tiles ^^cV^ai^c)were very popular and
in great demand. These tiles are also mentioned in a number of inscriptions,^® [Corinth
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I]L» P» 40 and footnotes, which give the sources]. They were highly valued and export

ed widely to various places in Sicily, Southern Italy and mainland Greece, especially to
1 Q

the Corinthian colonies,We must now add to the areas where these tiles were exported

the Northern Black Sea region as well, although the fiMfflWMMWM volume of their import

was, to be sure, relatively small.

The category of terracotta architectural wares from Corinth found in recent years

at Olbia can, with some justification, be considered to include a fragmentary massive
20

round base, the lower part of which could be restored from the pieces (Fig. 3). The

Jf i lower diameter of this base is 45 cm., and its preserved height 15.5 cm. Its wall is
<C

Another feature worth noting is the amm fact that the clay and engobe of the base and of

4- ^ almost vertical at the bottom and sloping at the top. Above this was a hollow cylinder

3-^ only slight remnants of which are preserved. The original height of this object, as

well as its complete appearance, are therefore unknown. The base is ornamented with
Q colored, ^ with

^ s 0 annular ridges which are like the Corinthian simps, dark brown and red paint.

4^ the Corinthian architectural terracottas are fully identical.

The Olbia base is very similar to another Corinthian base from Tiritaki,^^
.d —S *22

i j d ' Gaydukevich identifies as the lower part of a terracotta altar. The com-
0 '

^ i appearance and purpose of the object under consideration MHMMMM are clear from the
t t 0

numerous similar finds in Corinth itself, which provide the basis for an indisputable
2 3

reconstruction.^ The name given to these objects, "Lekane on a stand", is not com-

- ^ pletely clear; it arouses doubt inasmuch as a lekane must have lid (?), no remains

have been found. This however does not change the essence of the matter.

jsU- -IILi- g ^ with confidence that, whatever these objects were named, they were used

^ ' I for cult purposes and served as a special kind of %ltar for libations. The Olbia base
objects fpund with it to the end of the 6th or l/2 of the 5th centuriei

8 (/ si
^ Corinthian architectural terracotts also found

t'till another category of Corinthian import has recently been found in Olbia,

This consists of conical weights of various sizes (ht,ranging from 6,2 to 9,5 cm,)
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24

(p.49) made of characteristic Corinthian clay (fig.4). Similar weights have been found in

large numbers at Corinth, so that they could be classified chronologically beginnig
25

with the 8th c. B.C. The often bear different stamps: gem-impressions, monograms
26 '

abbreviations of words or names. The main function of these weights, as loomweights,

is undoubted. But such very simple pottery artifacts were usually not traded between

Greek cities - they were made locally wherever thej^were needed. The Corinthian conical

p.50 clay weights, however, have been found in various places outside the area where thev
at 27 28 A

were produced: Athens, Delphi, in Asian Minor, and now also at Olbia. [fka

Corinthian conical weight with stamp was recently found at Mirmeki, in the WS part of
29

the Black Sea area.J In Athens they -were even imitated. [One of tho Olbia weights

( ) differ/s sharply from the others in the composition of its clay, whixyh very

strongly resembles Attic clay.] It does not seem likely that these weights were ixuli

ported to Athens or Olbia from Corinth to be used for their primary purpose, as loom

weights. They apparently served some other function here.

As we have said, some of the Corinthian weights are stamped. Large numbers of

them carry the stamp MEAI2 (MdAl) i'AYK, eta,. The scholar LMSSs Davidson] believe

these stamps to be abbreviations of women's names TAYKiPA and MSAIZZA. and ^
suggests

that the owners of the shops w^ich made these weights gave their products fwmin*
30 "ihe

names, as is now done, -for^x., in naming various products for ladies toilet 9-(-
thus apparently fpnstituting a form of advertising. This interpretation, howev

can scarcely be accepted without question. It seems remarkable that among the

Corinthian weights found outside Corinth, weights with stamps TAYK and MSAI7
31 be

especially frequent. Shssexxt The words in these stamps might be more corractl
interpreted as abbreviations not of names (that is, derived from the basic mao .

meanitig
of the words), but as abbreviations of the words themselves - TAYKYS (sweet) o

Lts
derivatives and MSAI, T1EAIT2A (honey). In this case the wts. and their corr-a

stamps (and those without stamps) might it seems be considered rather to be
votive

objects.

The fact that such objects were abundantly priduced in Corinth is indicat
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(p. 50) the vvellkno\m miniature vessels (skyphoi, etc.) that were undoubtedly intended

for cult use, qs votive objefets, which are also widely represented among the Bl.

Sea finds.

One of the Corinthian wts. from Oibia (0/64-2536) also preserves a poor imuress-

ion of the stamp fAYK, above which can be seen the remains of a second stamp - a
32

gem-impression depicting a similar wt. (fig/s). In Corinth itself wts. with the

stamp TAYK are known only as isolated examples, whereas outside Corinth, especially

in Athens, they have been found in large numbers. This has given rise to the suggestn
33

that they were brought to the other places by way of Athans. However this may be,

it seems to ma more than likely that outside Corinth these wts. were used as votive

objects. As for the dating of the conical Cor. wts. from Olbia, according to their
34

chronology th^t has been worked out in detail, taey belong to groups IX-XI,

which date from'350-250 B.C. This dating (2/2 of 4th c. B.C.) is also confimed

by all the other material from the stratum iy which they ware found. The presence

at 0 bia of Cor. wares from the 2/2 of the 4th c. B.C. is of great interest, inas

much as up to now the archaeological material suggested economic relations between

the NW Bl. Sea region and Cor. only in much earlier times.
35 1The unique find of a bronze lamp saucer from O^bia (fig. 6) [S. P. Borisovsk '̂

The Painted Pottery of Archaic Corinth, its artistic and historical significance,

dissertation for the degree of Candidate, Leningrad 1966, p. 18] , '̂ ajring from the

p. 51 and of the 6th to the l/2 of the 5th c. B.C., may be related to Corinth. A verv =•?
36 U y simii;

lar lamp saucer was found in the recent excavations in Corinth. But the question

of whether bronze wares were imported to Olbia from Cor. still cannot be answered

because there is insufficient material.

As a result of the finge of new material, the trade relations between the
n arth—

western Black Sea region and Corinth must be sketched out in a new light. iCn
the one

hand, it turns out that the importation of Corinthian painted pottery from the

of the 6th century B. C. on was greater than had been thought up to now and ot» tttiu also that

these wares were brought in quite considerable number (especially to BerezanM

early as the last quarter of the 7th and first quarter of the 6th centuries B. c
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[Single examples of similar bases have thus far been found only at Athens and
Olynthusj. On the other hand, there is evidence here of the importation of amphoras
roof tiles and architectural terracottas from the 6th to the first half of the 5th
century B. C., and also of artifacts associated with the rites of religious cults
The pottery bases (of altars, sacrificial altars ?), conical m weights and, undoubt

miniature votive vessels, may be assigned to the latter category,
never anyJudging from the available evidence, there was n massive importation from

Corinth to the Black Sea region, but trade relations with these highly developed
centers of production, as nai may be seen, were regularly maintained for a vay., •.

a. vory long
time, from the 7th to the 4th centuries B. C.; moreover the imports from Corinth
ware highly varied.

The archaeological finds of recent years from Olbia have also provided ev-(a
of trade relations between Olbia and Aegina. No Aeginetan imports wore kn

in the
Northern Black Sea region until recently, although it may be supposed that

•^®eina hadtrade relations with the cities of the Northern Pontus from a well known
» but unclenremark by Herodotus (VII, 147) that the Persian king Xerxes at Abydos on the Hel

pent encountered trading nmmm. ships carrying loads of grain from the Pontus t
Aegina and the Peloponnese, This statement, to which researchers often refa

ce

9s

o

r Asearliest evidence of the importation of Black Sea grain into Greece „ 4. ^
was ' suffily concrete, however; and there mum no archaeological evidence supporting th

ment of Herodotus. Now such evidence has come to light: Herodotus'
% ^"^timony

confirmed by the discovery at Olbia of amphoras that can be identif-i«^
38 ^^j-ixea as Aegi^^.

with a high degree of probability. It is still, however, hard to ^
' theand intensity of Olbia's trade with Aegina, but the fact of its existence

be doubted. ^

The stamp on the handle of one of the amphoras, representing a coini
Aegina - asea tortoise (Figs. 7-8), also provides evidence of th« }

chronolo»4limits of the Aegina-Olbia trade. This obviously MMMMMpMMM occurred befo
conquest and destruction of Aegina by the Athenians in 431 r n

^inly in th
5th

P® Of
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(p. 51) century B. C. It is not impossible, however, that these trade relations began
considerably earlier ~ in the first half of the 6th century B. C.

The oldest fragment of terracotta architectural ornaments found at Olbia is
39

a piece of sima (Fig. 9), which differs sharply and in every respect from the other
p. 52 wares of this kind found at Olbia. The fragment of sima (right edge) is preserved

to its complete height (10.5 cm.). Only the comer, where there was probably a pro
jecting ridge, is broken off from the top. The sima is broken at the bottom at the
line where it jointed the surface of the roof tile. The sima was made separately
from the tile and then jpined to it. The comer projections also appear to have b
made separately. The sima together with the tile was probably about 14 cm high
(the thickness of the tils was 3.5 cm). The clay from which the sima was made (

V. , V Lyiottery grog] ^hichhas a brick-rad color) contains numerous red-brown inclusions of chamotte or,/)
ana parti

cles of quartz sand. The whole surface of the sima is covered by a light-color d
engobe, on which the omamontation has been drawn in dark red paint. The dec

consists of three zones; it is extremely primitive; simple meander, rectangles
slanting lines. The Jjainting is carelessly done.

Fainting similar to that on the Olbia sima has thus far not been found i
form, however, it corresponds fully to the simas from the Athenian acropolis
from ileus is and Aifeina, where they are reliably dated to the 1/2 of the
B.C. The Aiginetan sim like the Olbian is yitiRisdx decorated with red-brown
on a yellowish engobe. Judging from the description, the tiles from t- .

FgiasLand the Olbian sima are also similar in the characteristic admixtures present
their clay.

p ^ archaic sima from Olbia may have been imported from Aigina in the
rooftiles, many of which were stamped

produced on a larg. aoala In Aijlna at avary aarly tima. On tha other hand
£ niaterial olted above show, it oan be estobliehad with a hi,h deer. '

/ ''kree of pro]^lity that there were trade relations between Olbia and Aigina in the ?/
r; /Ti- S V ® of the^7 ^ V

f Add 1/2 of the 5th c.s B.C. It is quite possible that this trade h
J »arj
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(p.52) as the l/2 of the 6th b. B.C. - the time from which the Olbia sima dates.

Aigina, v^hich has a rooky soil little suited to the cultivation of grain crops,

and therefore required a constant importation grain, was until the middle of the

5th c. B.C. one of the principal trading and handicraft centers of Greece. Although

Aigina's trade was oriented mainly toward the vTest and Egypt, the Aiginetans app'tly

even in very early times also maintained trade relations with the Black Sea region.

It has been suggested that to secure their supply of grain from the Pontos, the
46

Aiginetans maintained a trading station there (AlflNA or AiriNHTHS). The principal

article of Aiginetan export consisted of the so-called minor items (PfflOI), a syno-

p.53 nym for which among the Greeks was the term "Aigina goods" (AIFINAIA EITTISAH). This

quite elastic concept app'tly referred to a great variety of handicraft wares
47

'Certain agricultural products, particularly olive oil, ware also exported.

It is known that the production of pottery and trade in c-!ramic wares were widely

developed on the island; this was the basis for ±iuix» Aigina's epithat±B XYTPo

nOAI2 -"trade-pots". All the facts mentioned above, togehhor with the testim
^y

of Hdt. (VII, 147), about the esport of Pontic grain to Aigina, suggest that ther
were economic relations between Aigina and the Pontos in the 6th and l/2 of the

Aigina by5th c. B.C. (before the subjugation of^the Athenians in 456 B.C. and the final
violent battle with the Aiginetans that followed soon after, in 431 B.C.), tj,^^

volume of this trade was app'tly never great but nevertheless always played a
^ i

nite rol© •

The identification of the amphora stamps of Mendo found at Olbia hats
—'la-B consitj^

erably expanded our ideas of the impirt of wine from this city to Olbia •;
48 j. o-a in the

5th century B.C. Until recently the only evidence for the importation of

Mendean w4ne into the iiorthem Pontos cities was a mention in a speech bv n

enes,Against Lakritos [Dem. XXXV, lOj, where he is speaking of 3000 jarg p
Mendean wine that were to be brought by 2 Athenian merchants to the Bosd

"OS i-^j»

to Olbia. But therems no archaeological support for this stptement
49 *

on ^endean amphoras, first identified by V. Grace , are extremely rare
the
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(p.53) present time acc. to ray information, only 7 such stamps are knoTsn; 3 from Athens,
59 51

2 from Olbia, 1 from ^erch and 1 from Mirmeki. The rery fact that most of the

Mendean stamps knovm at present come from the Bl, Sea res;ion snows that the trade

relations of this center were largely oriented to the Pontic markets. It is evident

that this was due in noj^ small measure to the fact that Mende's trade was within

the orbit of Athens' economic influence and depended to a large degree on the trading

interests of the Athenians. Tho type of Mendean stamps - Dionysos with a kantharps

in his hand, reclining on a donkey (fig.10) - is copied from the silver tetradrachms

of Mende, which were minted until ca. 423 B.C., when Mende, which had detached it-
52

self from Athens, was conquered by Nicea. [Seltman, Greek Coins. London 1955^

p. 140. See V. Grace, op. cit. p. 178, who for some reason supposes that these

coins continued to be issued until 358 B.C., that is until Mende's conquest by
of Mende

Ph. II of Macedon.] This date glso determines the time whan the stamps^were
current - the 5th c. B.C. - with one possible exception, the stamps are anepi-

graphic.

The small number of Mendean stamps, how^T^^, in no sense reTTects the actual
p. 54 export volume of wine from this major and widely praised wine-growing center

A number of ancient authors testify to the wine of Mende, which was of verv
53 ^

grade. The stamping of pointed ^rs at Mende was app'tly never extensive but

only sporadic. But the identification of the Mendean stamp enabled V. Grace

to identify a group of non-stamped amphoras of this city dated by archaeol
54 ^

6^ U ^(context) to the last quarter of the 5th c. B.C. [ref. to Amphoras. 43 ^
j somewhat different type of Mendea^lamphora was identified by Zeest

of the Bosporos, etc., p.81, pi. VI. 17.j This has also made it possible to
identify a nimber of fragments of unknown amphoras from Olbia as beiriD-

"g products oj.
Mende. Quite recently, in 1966 and 1967, 2 complete amphoras wore found in
burials of tho Slizabetovskaya cemetery in the Don river delta m \^S-11). Thes,
last finds are of special interest in that they show that the hie-h

fe quality

of Mende was in demand not only in the Gk. cities of the Bl. Sea r«D•^,^v, ,
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among the barbarians of the far steppes of the JJE Bl. Sea region and around the

Sea of Azov. The import of Andean wine to both the NVT and the NE parts of the

Bl. Sea region was apparently quite condiderable , although it was not as great

as the imp^rt from such important centers as Chics, for example.

The materials considered above show that one of the most important sources foD

dffiscovoring new centers with which the Bl. Sea region had trade relations, and also

for defining more precisely the chronology and the volume of economic relationships
contractors ? Pontos

of the previously known trading agencies (?) of the north Black Sea cities, is the

pottery, particularly pointed ampboras and their stamps. In recant years, great

progress has been made in the identification and localization of a whole series of

groupd of pottery stamps of the total mass of stamps of unknovm place of origin

(loci incerti). Moreover researchers often use the socalled numismatic method of

studying stamps. This method, which consists in comparing the figures on the stamps
(•^iemblems" or "symbols") with coin types, makes it possible not only to localizg th
stamps but sometimes also to date them quite precisely. I ut-od the numismatic

method in identifying the stamps of Ai^ina and in attempting to clarify the role of
this island in the trade relations of Olbia.

Of great importance in studying the economic relations of 01bia, as is clear f
oir

the materials we have considered, are the collections of finds from the excs-o-n-i-*

of the Olbian Agora and Temenos in recant years, particularly the northwestern
part

of the Olbian temenos (excavation E 9). Of considerable interest among these
are "the

materials which add to |̂ our knowledge of the trade relations between Olbia nnri o ^5

Here in 1962, in one of the pits in which this area abounds, was found a complot

amphora (fig,12), whose type until now has not been mentioned either in the

northern Black Sea region or anywhere else. The clay of this amphora is dark
pink

in color, injplaces grading to brown; the clay iswll mixed and verv
I ry fii^g^

grained. Admixtures in the form of minute golden flakes of mica and granules of

lime (in places one finds pores left when the lime was burned away) are very

in number. The surface of the amphora is covered with a lightcolored engobe. The

vessel is well-formed and well-fired and has an elegant shape. All the material
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storage
from the ^pit in which the amphora was found belongs to the end of the 6th and 1/2

of the 5th c, B.C. Thus the accompanying material, like the shape of the amphora

itself, date it quite definitely to the I/2 of the 5th c. B.C.

50In the same year 1962, amd in the same area, but in a different storage pit,

material from this pit like that from the pit in whitrh the complete amphora

was found also does not go beyond the l/2 of the 5th c. B.C.J was found the upper

part (neck with handles and shoulders) of an amphora (fig.13) whose form and clay
are the same as those of the amphora described above, down to the last detail.

On one of its handles is impressed a small round anepigraphic stamp depicting a

pointed amphora (fig,14). This illustration reproduces the type of the amphora

itself,on which it is stamped. The piace of origin of this stamp could be identi
fied only by means of the numismatic method. The closest parallels it turned out

57
are provided by Samian coins. There is a series of silver and copper obols of
Samos whose reverse side illustrates a pointed amphora. The shape of the am

ir

on the coins (fig.15) is close to that of the amphora on the stamp (figxJ there t
be sure it is shown more roughly,apparently because of the differences between
and metal as material for a stamp). It is exactly the same as the shape of the
complete amphora from Olbia. There can scarcely be any doubt that it was this
amphora which served as the prototype for the illustration on the coins. Thi

conclusion ^why one is brought necessarily to the SuBaHSisH that both our stamp and the
unstamped amphora are of Samian origin*

The coins with the amphora representation belong to the itsmx II and In
periods of coin issues of Samos, which Gardner dates as 494-439 B.C. and 4Xq ,

59 "— ^•jy-394
B.C. respectively. Our amphora can also be dated within these limits T^-

-••t may
be pos'ible, however, to narrow this chronological framewrrk somewhat. Jh 4.^.

• the

place, as we have said, the conditions under which they were found dn t,«4.
date non permit

us to sxxigH the amphoras under consideration later than the first half
"the 5^^

Secondly, the limitation of their dating to the I/2 of the 5th o. B.C '
• • can alsQ

p.56 it seems to me, be based on some considerations of Samian history, it
is teiown

o

clay
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»

(p.56) that Samos in the l/s of the 5th c. was one of the mo/st powerful and economicany
developed of the Greek states. After the organization of the first Athenian

6 0maritime league and its joining by Samos, the island was in a privileged position,

relative to the other members of the league; this was reflected primarily in the

fact that the Samians ware exempt from paying tribute to the loa^ifgue's treasury.

Their participation in the league consisted of contributing miixtax naval contin

gents. I have already suggested that the political privileges of Samos (like those

of Chios and Lesbos) in the Athenian League may also ha"ve been accompanied by

economic privileges, particularly in regard to trade with the Black Sea region

This continued to 439 B.C., when, after the Athenians had put down the unsuccessf \
rebellion of Samos, the Samians not only lost their special position in the L9

but were also subjected to save® repression by Athens which caudod the island

serious economic loss. It is probable, moreover, that the Athenians' inf.-;,,
ingement

o'l eBonomic interests of Samos began somewhat earlier, and that this -hid
one

of the causes of the uprising. In this respect there is an interesting remark
Thucydides (l, 117, 1) who stressed that after the initiai victory over the Ath
fleet by the Samians, they "were rulers of the sea and imported and exonr-i-

they wished." [The Samians at this time "supplied themselves with as much
necessary to wage war which they had not had before the war." Among these

goods would definitely have been grain, a considerable part of wh^ch •,r niixcn undoubtedly
came from the Black Sea.] These data compel us to conclude that the 4->. ^

ade relati
of Samos with the Black Sea region in the fitk 5th cnntiry were limited to th ^
6decades; later they are unlikely or rather even impossible. "

From the beginning of the Peloponnesian war the Athenians it w
taOTO.

Was

Sap,

^ « C,lished the most rigorous control over the Black Sea straits, excludin
^ ''om tatadg

with the Pontos not only their opponents, but also forcing the trad—rm
tions Of,

their allies with the Black Sea to be completely dependent on themselves .^3
this time there is no longer any basis for speaking of independent relo+- At
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(p.56) Samos and the Black Sea.

The fragments of amphoras of the type described here found at Olbia are very

numerous. One must suppose that they are also present in the materials of other

64ancient eities mot only in the Nmf part of the Bl. Sea region, but also the Bosporos

[This suggestion (see KSIA 109, p.25) is supported particularly by the finding of

an amphora of the type described above in one of the burials of the Slizabetovskava
V

cemetery on the Don river. See . . . KSIA 116, 1969. The finding of the 5th c.

B.C. Samian amphora on the Don river shows that they ware brought as far as the
^itie g

on the Bosporos, from which Greek imports were carried to the Don river region.]

If their identification as Samian is correct, it would appear that the importation

of Samian goods in pottery containers to Olbia in the l/2 of the 5th c. was con-

p, 57 siderable, and the trade-relations between Olbia and Samos, which v/ere intensive

in the 6th c. B.C., continued to develope actively ales in the l/2 of the ««•*•+-

Exports from Samos to Olbia at this time were not limited to goods transport

in amphoras. Other Samian goods, particularly pottery, also continued to arrive

The same pit in which the stamped amphora was found also yielded a fragmentary

thickwalled hydria of characteristic Samian clay, decorated with dark bands (

This hydria can traced back in type to the Samian hydrias found in the exoav
ations at the Heraion,on Samos, which to be sure date from a much earlier time

65 '^th
to 8th cent.s B.C.), The Olbian find, however, undoubtedly dates from the

time as the amphoras - that is, to the l/2 of the 5th cent. B.C. or perhaps the
Z/Z pf the 6th c. Thin-walled Samian painted pottery also continued to b« <

^n^Porte^
at that time.

The close economic relations of Samos with the northern Pontos citien
66 also

we11-testified by the archaeological material for the 6th c. B.C. f
• •

cites the literature on the various ceiters of the N Bl. Sea area.] Finds

wares are especially abundant in the early cultural levels of Nymphaia whe
''a they

are extraordinarily numerous in comparison to similar finds from other citie

This abundance of Samian products at Nymphaia, like the eljrmenjrs of an atri,. n

' aine
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(p.57) (agrarian) cult found there have even given rise to the suggestion that the oitv
68

was founded by emigrants from Samos or that they at least took an active part in the
69

founding of Nymphgia by Ionian colonists. A whole series of scholars also think

that Samian coinage had an influence on the early coin types of Panticapaion (the
muzzle, he says 70

lion's mask on the obverse of the Panticapaion coins). [. . . See however the

objection of D.B.Shelow, Coinage of the Bosporps, Moscow 56, p.17 (in Russian))

p. 58 All these materials and remarks apply however only to the 6th c. B.C. For late

times t lere were no materials from v/hioh to judge the relations of Samos with the

northern Bl. Sea region. The materials from the Olbia excavations of recent years

enable us to say (although HBtxyat still very cautiously) that these relations
^ XS o

continued into the l/s of the 5th century B.C. At this time Samos probably con

tinued to play a considerable part in the economic relations both of the IT;/ rt
•'•* Sea

region, particularly Olbia, and also the NB part (the Bosporos).

The mew materials fnum Olbia provi^p the basis for a more concrete picture

of the economic relations of the N'/l Bl. Sea region at the end of the 6th to the

3ea

region completely supplanted the relations of this region with all the othov. r,

4th centiries B.C. in general. Until recently the predominant xiaaw view was

from the time of the Greco-Persian wars the relations of Athens with the Ri ^
• Of

71
centers. This view was also shared by the author of the present article vi

•'•bis
view howewewjit is now clear, excessively simplifies the picture of the ar>

relations of the B]. Sea region at this time. Although the Athenians in the
oj.

5th c. actually did dominate the Pontio markets, this nevertheless did no-t-

ly put an end to the economic relations of the Bl. Sea region with the re
^ihing

Greek centersj they continued to play a marked and active role in theone economic

>ife of the Buxino Pontos, particularly its northern coast. TheNi? Bl R
regionand obviooaiy the entire northern Pontos, continued to maintain extensive trad

with ika various Medit. cenjrets in the l/2 of the 5th c. B.C. as well. Sha
P

changes in the economic relations of the Pontic cities can bo seen after th
Athenians established actual controj over the Bl. Sea straits at the be

ginning
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of the Peloponnesian war. Thus for example in the northam Pontos cities the

Medit, trading partners were replaced by the southern Pontos cities, especially by
Pontic Herakleia and Sinope. The Peloponnesian war and the establishment of

strict control by the Athenians over the straits evidently gave the decisive push

to the developmebt of intraPontic trade-relations, but this is a subject for special
study.

The new materials from the Olbia excavations that we have considered in this

article yield a more concrete picture of its trade relations ofer the long interval
from the 6th to the 2/2 of the 4th century B.C. There can be no doubt that "areful
study of the truly enormous accumulation of material from the Olbia excavations

as well as future finds will contribute much to the study of the history of the

trade-relations cf the N Bl. Sga region.

(Note in the captions in several languages that the references are only
the Russian version.)

i , •
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Docombar 25, 1376

Dear Michael,

In May 1972, in aokriov;led£;ing an offprint of my Samian article, you sent

rre a photograph of an impression in lead from the Kyrania Ship which shows

the Athena froiaachos, as do nos. 54-56 of my article, I am wondering now

whether a photograph of your piece has appeared as yet in a published

article (rather than just in your confidential report), so I could refer to it?

I am using again my no, 54 of that article in a short piece oalling attention

to gem or ring impressions on amphoras, My new article does not pretend to be

in any ?/ay exhaustive, and is not noce; sarily the place to refer to your para-

llel (that does look funny), so really never mind if it is not out yet.

Your Christmas card is a great hitl Your firands call each other up about

it. Merry Christmas yourself, and 1 hope to so4 you at the McCredie's eggnog.

Yours,



OBERLIN COLLEGE

DEPARTMENT OF ART
OBERLIN, OHIO 44074

A.

A

s>

May 10, 1972

Miss Virginia Grace
Agora Excavations
American School of Classical Studies

54 Odos Souidias

Athejis 140, Greece

Dear Miss Grace:

Thank you very much for the offprint of your article on Samian amphoras.
I am particularly interested in nos. 54-56, for from the Kyrenia Ship
the identical impression in reverse (probably in lead, but the metal
identification is still uncertain, subject to analysis) was found. A photo
of the impression is enclosed. [The object (Kyrenia Ship catalogue Pb 11)
is 1.5 cm. in diameter.]

May I bring to your attention another ring with almost identical device:

Charles Parkhurst, "Melvin Gutman Collection of Ancient and

Medieval Gold, " Allen Memorial Art Museum Bulletin, XVIII, nos. 2-3
(1961), p. 181, no. 98.

also illustrated in

Sotheby & Co. , Catalogue of Egyptian, Greek, Roman, Anglo-Saxon
and Indian Art, Monday, 12th December, I960, p. 34, no. 116,
illustration opposite.

We'll be back on Cyprus June 24th for the full year to finish up the work
and prepare the publication. Hope to be able to welcome you there as a
guest or visit with you sometime during the year in Athens.

Warmest regards from Susan and myself.

Sincerely,

Michael L. Katzev

V-

y
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May 10, 1972

Miss Virginia Grace
Agora Excavations
American School of Classical Studies

54 Odos Souidias

Athefis 140, Greece

Dear Miss Grace:

Thank you very much for the offprint of your article on Samian amphoras.
I am particularly interested in nos. 54-56, for from the Kyrenia Ship
the identical impression in reverse (probably in lead, but the metal
identification is still uncertain, subject to analysis) was found. A photo
of the impression is enclosed. [The object (Kyrenia Ship catalogue Pb 11)
is 1.5 cm. in diameter.]

May I bring to your attention another ring with almost identical device:

Charles Parkhurst, "Melvin Gutman Collection of Ancient and
Medieval Gold, " Allen Memorial Art Museum Bulletin, XVIII, nos. 2-3
(1961), p. 181, no. 98.

also illustrated in

Sotheby & Go. , Catalogue of Egyptian, Greek, Roman, Anglo-Saxon
and Indian Art, Monday, 12th December, I960, p. 34, no. 116,
illustration opposite.

We'll be back on Cyprus June 24th for the full year to finish up the work
and prepare the publication. Hope to be able to welcome you there as a
guest or visit with you sometime during the year in Athens.

Warmest regards from Susan and myself.

Sincerely,

//h

Michael L. Katzev
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Relationship between Samian and Koan?

l.a The Beazloy jar, with non-double handles, one of which is stamped EWI0/inno,

jar which resembles Katzev no.212, thought to be a kind of Samian. (Prov.unknov/n.)
IThe Katzev jar, dated ca. 300 B.C., should be by length of nock and handles, the later.)

b. The jar top I 578, fnaiii with double handle/ (1 pres.), impressed by the
the B. jar,

same stamj)^ this piece found in Samoa; rim and handle are like those of the B. jar.

but I would have thought at a slightly earlier stage (shorter necg: and handle, the

edge of the rim higher - less mushroom).

2. Jar in Kos, rim missing, having one double and one non-double handle, filed
Samian", "Samoan or Koan?":

with jars "related to Kxaidilx "6.XII.51" is written on the jar which is phot, on
A

412.30 (side view of jar) and 412.29 (from above, showing both handles). Jar in 1957

was in the Citadel in Kos.

3. Jar from tomb in Camarina (Necr. Rifriscolaro, Tomb 611, 1975), having one

double and one non-double handle. Except for a filler body (and the rim preserved),

3 much resembles 2, so far as one can tell without any measurements for 3.
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::>~U pf 'L.,

February 14, 1975

Dear Miss Pslagatti,

Thank you so much for another beautiful book, supplementing the first.

I must put these out, no-w, so that the other members of the Agora, and our
7.-TT. -h )

visitors also, can have a look at them. Thank you also for your letter.

In the mean-while, I -wrote to 3oard«!an about the amphora and its stamps,

giving him references, and I enclose a photocopy of his reply, in case you

are hot in correspondence -with him yet. It is certainly very interesting.

I should like to see your three jars, and make sure the clay looks right for
addenda and corrigenda

Samian. I have an accumulation of wralipomena on my 5anian article, ivhich

I should like to present some day in Hesperia. rather a short article. 7/ould

you be willing that I should include yours?

I don't know when you have been back in Athene, but every morning on

my way to the btoa I pass the old building where you worked, and I see that

the School is still there (and not yet in the fine new quarters). I csin tell

this because the brass knobs, etc., on the front door flash clean in the

Anesti
morning light. This is the work of Slpida, who with her husband is now with

the Levia, old friends of her former long-time employers, the Bla--an8. On

the old Blegen house, the brasses on the front door are dark and dull#

Yours sincerely.

•"MU ' '• ' • I

« . A..-
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Fab.14, 1975

Dear John,

Thank you for tha very interasbing inform

ation on tha impre-sion on the jar in Sicily.

If something about this appears in print, I

ssouId be glad to hear about it. I ought to

include the jar, and the remarkable presence of

the remarkable staijipa, in a supplement I ought to

get out to laj"- Samian article5 there is quite an

accumulation of paralipomena, though not any other

early jar with stamps.

" l.Y

Yours sincerely.
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THE ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM

OXFORD

Telephone 57$22 3 Feb "^^1

Dear Virginia,

I^elighted by your note and placing and date for

the amphora. The impression is from a Phoenician scarab of the general

type much imported into the East Greek world. I have a girl here doing
a thesis on these and she identified it immediately. It is of more use

to her than you, I think, since it has a terminus and most of these

things float up and down the centuries. It was probably faience.

Yes, I wish I had stayed longer. Athens began to exert something

of the old magic again.

(>jlS
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ib. y^ .y Attalos, January 50, 1975

Doar John,

Paola Pelagatti, who was for many years the librarian of the

Italian School here, has kindly sent me a publication partly by

herself, a volume called Archeologia nella Sioilia Sud-Orientale.

^''aples, 1973, This has on pi. XLV, no, 438, an early 6th century

Samian amphora stamped on the lower attachments of the handles

with impressions of a gem or ring (?) showing a man with a homed

animal, alT in an ell-ptical frame, I,e, one of the impressions

is illustrated v;ith the jafc on the same plate. The jar is
It was found in a cometory near Camarina,

described on p, 147,yy (She calls it Cypriote, because of having
found a parallel in the Cyprus publication, maybe the one I

illustrate on pi,15, 1, of my article that you liave (^lesp, 1971).

I have had a look through various volumes by Boardman, and

did not identify any very close parallel to the stamp, I should

be interested in any oom-'-ent you might make,

I was disappointed to see so little of you v;hen you were here,

Co come soon again.

Yours sincerely.

I.v

ft*

' y-* •' •
1 .V ' ' ^
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Dr. PaoloB. relagatti
Soprintendenza Antichita d®l Piemonte
Palazzo Chiablose

Piazza San GiovaAni, 2
Torino, Italia

January 29, 1975

Doar Paola Pelagatti,

It was very kind indeed of you to send me your lovely book, Aroheologia nella

Sicilia Sud-Orientale. Among many of its contents that must be of special interest

to many people, I am particularly concerned with no. 438, on pl,XLV, which seems to

be a most extmordinary stamped early Samian amphora, I am sendin'; you a copy of

my "Samian Amphpraa," ttasijeria XL, 1971, pp. 52-95. Naukratis I, pi, 16, 2, which

you refer to quite rightly na a parallel to your no. 438, is reproduced in my article

p. 68, fig.l, 2 (cf. my note 43 for dd»oumontation). The parallel you draw with

car^ain jars in Cyprus is also right; but the shape is not originally Cypriote, j

think it did not occur to the Swedi/sh scholars that"plain ware" might be imported'

so I seem to remember they call some Chian amphoraa "Plain White" also, but by this

time Chian amphoras are generally recognized, and woyld not be called Cypriote,

fact there are jars of Chian shape found in Cyprus which when o1osely examined do

not look right, and I suppose that such jars wore local imitations. Lots of things

to look out for!) In my artioje, pi.15, 1, I illustrate one of the early Samian

amphoras found in Marion, Cyprus, see doootoentation on my p. 93; I expect it is the

one meant by the "A. Ciasoa" whom you cite.

There are lots of interesting stamps on banian amphoras, of. pis. 12-14 of my
article, but they are datable in about the late 4th century B.C. l ^aver before

heard of stamps on a Samian of the early 6th century. Yours in its cartouche

an ^6yP''̂ i8.n look. iJne must investigate in Boardman's book. You don't m»ntio
nas

on



th'? Biz® of ths stamp. Do you think it could com® from a ring;? ^ not to be
expactod ie t'.-iat stamp in connection with tha Samian jar, that I did not at

first notice in your plat® that they belonged together - it was Lucas Bgnaki
who called my attention to it, one day when ho Visited us at the Stoa.

ilas there been, or is there now planned, a more detailed publication of

this amphora, and its stamp? ^orhap.^ of the grave group - wore there other pots
with it?

I would very much like to have an unretouched photograph of the gimphora, i,«
its profile should be its own, not "washed-around". For use in our archives, i would
reduce it to 1:10, so as to be able to make comparisons, 'ery desirable for you t

, precise construction of the foot x j. °publish also a profile drawing (taken direct of course from the jar). And mv I

rubbings of both the stamps? I enclose some rubbing papers: one holds them firmly
over the stamp, and rubs over them a finger covered with powdered graphite (pencil
shavings),

often remember the years when you were here, and how kind you always were
to those who needed to use the Italian library, I hope you like being now in
Torino. I must thank you now most particularly for your help to Carolyn Koehler.

Yours sincerely.

Virginia R, Grace

n..». l.t n, tno. If you hav. no.4 of .ny of my oth.r pubUctiona. ifith
th. I ahcll .noloa, . oopy of my Ut.at, In oaa. you ham. m
d-tailed dating of th® ®arly ^iHenistio p®riod.
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Our deposit ^COTtainod a few fragnente that are probably from Saraian amphorae,
including FP* 731 a and b, and 7S2 a and b, which asaemble parts of the tops and

bottoms of perhaps only two jars. On the class, see Heap. X40, 1971, pp. 52-95.

PP« 731 and 732 are to be compared with p. 76, fig. 3,3 of that article, a drawing
composed of two pieces from Agora well S 16 ; l, a deposit of the last quarter of
the Stit century. Also similar to PF« 731 and 732 seem clearly to be an amphora
and the top of another published as Samian by I. Draahinsky, Aroheolopia igge

(Warsaw 1969), pp. 55 and 56, figs. 12 and 13, oontoxt called not later than
mid-Sth century B.C.; fig, 14 shows the stamp on tho handle of the jar-top in
fi *. 13, a ring-impressian (?) with representation of what seems to be a blg-
monthed jar, I did not see this article until after own in Heaperia 40 was

in print. Tne series needs further study, in the light of additional mterial.
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ARTEMIS VON EPHESOS

UND VERWANDTE KULTSTATUEN

AUS ANATOLIEN UND SYRIEN

VON

ROBERT FLEISCHER

(fitudes Preliminaires aux Religions Orientales dans I'Empire Remain,
XXXV)

1973. XVII, 450 Seiten, 1 Frontispiz, 2 Abbildungen, 171 Tafeln xmd
2 Karten. Leinert Gld. 216.—

Aus dem Vorwort-.

Unter den zahlreichen Darstellungen von Kultstatuen, die aus hellenistischer und
romischer Zeit auf uns gekommen sind, fallt eine Gruppe dutch ihr altertiimliches
Aussehen auf. Die Beine dieser Statuen sind geschlossen, die Oberarme liegen am
Korper an, wahrend die Unterarme streng symmetrisch dem Beschauer entgegenge-
streckt sind. Oft umschlieCt ein enges Futteral, dessen Oberflache Felderteilung auf-
weist, Unterleib und Beine. Die Brust ist dutch viele „Btuste", schwete Ketten oder
andeten Schmuck ausgezeichnet, det Kopf ttagt einen hohen Polos. Bei den weib-
lichen Gottheiten ist in det Regel ein schleietattiget Mantel von hinten iibet den
Kopf gezogen, seine bis zum Boden fallenden Siiume geben det Statue dekotative
Rahmung. Vielfach flankieten Tiete die Gottheit. Natutgemafi ist det beschtiebene
Typus nach auCen nicht schatf abztigrenzen, oft sind die Obetgange zu verwandten
Datstellungen fliefiend. Das Hauptgebiet seinet Vetbteitung ist Anatolien und hiet
besondets Lydien, Katien, lonien, Phtygien, Lykien und Pamphylien, daneben det
kilikische Kiistenstteifen. Im ostlichen Zenttalkleinasien, in Kappadokien sowie an det
Schwatzmeetkuste fehlt det Typus fast vollig. Ein zweites Vetbteitungsgebiet ist die
Ostkiiste des Mittelmeetes mit ihtem Hintetland, also Sytien, Phonikien und Palastina.
In den Gebieten det angtenzenden Hochkultuten Agypten, Mesopotamien und Persien
fehlt unset Typus. Wo et im iibtigen Mittelmeerbeteich etscheint, ist et stets deutlich
auf sein beschtiebenes Ketngebiet zuriickzufiihten, In det oben skizzietten altettiim-
lichen Weise wutden votwiegend weibliche, abet auch einige mannliche Gottheiten
dargestellt. Die Ahnlichkeit det Kultbildet unteteinandet ist gtofi; wenn chataktetis-
tische Attribute fehlen und litetatische sowie epigtaphische Quellen auslassen kann
die Benennung zum Ptoblem wetden. '

Die ptominentesten Vetttetet unsetet Gruppe sind Artemis von Ephesos, Aphrodite
von Aphtodisias sowie Jupiter Heliopolitanus von Baalbek.
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^A/U M /J — -St) p>rL^
Athens, February 27, 1973

Dear Iferian,

No news from you, v/hother of your family, or as to whether you

find editing basically interesting. Thank you ver;/- much for finding

those Pamphylian drawings for me, and turning them over to Susan Rot-

rof; they are now in the handlsm of M, Amandry,

I write now to ask whether you would have a small space in

Hesperia, rather soon? It is for nome addenda (news) and corriF.enda

to my Samian articlo. Has p. 40, pp. 52-95, Say (a) about a page,

Durely text. Or (b), maybe two pages, including some drawings (pot

profiles) not available in time for the article itself. Or (c),

ditto, with the addition o^l^a^needed two plates, it
would probably be easy for me to oblige with fascinating pictures.)

Could you drop me a lino now and estimate how soon you oould

accommodate (a), (b), or (c)? and of course when you would need

tho mfiTuscript, Now and then, I know, there is a little gap, due to

things not coming out even; once I supplied a filler requested by

P. Clement when ha v/as editor.

Best greetings to family and friends.
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The author regrets the late arrival of this offprint, from a parcel that

was six months in the mails before reaching her.

Note corrigenda:

p. 5E, 13th line from the bottom, insert a sigma in the space 'before the alpha:

p. 63, latter part of note 25, correct the name to read tetropoulakou;

p. 71, caption of fig. 2, Bezi should be corrected to Besi; also, the scale

of the printed drawings is not exact, save for the amphora no. 1; for precise

measurements, the reader should refer to the footnotes listed in the caption;

p. 74, line 7, correct F 23633 to P 23883;

p. 76, caption of fig. 3, change Bezi to Besi; and again the scale of the

printed drawings is not exact, except for no. 3;

p. 90, under no. 41, the volume edited by I. B. Zeest does in fact exist in

Athens, a copy having been very kindly sent to the author some tine ago by Professor

and Mrs. Blavatsky; it had bean temporarily mislaid;

p. 93, under no. 76, change J. P. Kroll to J. :I. Kroll.

Addenda of considerable interest have accumulated since the article was

published, and a further note in Hesperia is planned.

I) ^
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See letter of 25.11.73 from Brashinsky, filed under USSR - Erashinsky, for

information and/or comments on the follotring subjects - not all as yet processed

into our files:

SAi^lIAS

GHIAif
capacities taken
GjiSESOkSSIM
Early idlODIAtJ ^foundation of Tanais, early 3rd)
POETIC Icapacities)
LESBIM "
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. ;• • Amerioan School of Claseioal Studies
• ,, ' " 54 Swedias Street, Athens 140, Greece

March 7, 1972

Dear Herr Kienast,

i am EC Borry to have been Blow in anwwering your letter of January 19,

I always intended to send you a copy of my article on Samian amphorae, but the

greater part of ny offprints were very late in reaching Athens (6 months in the

mails); now I will send one to you, -- i'

I was indeed very much interested in your stamp from the City Wall which

seems to have a head of hgra, iB do believe it is from the same original as nos/

25-27 of ny article, although I cannot bo 99 per cent certain, as the impre-sion

is much worn; anyhow, both handle and stamp convinced me that they aire from the

same group as the Haviaras lot published in my article. For the date: it is true

that on p, 57 I compare the Hera stamp with coins dated 370-365 B,C.; but as

wita all the Samian stamps with coin devices, the parallel is not very close, and

I suppose that to bo because the stamps belong to the period before coins were

again issued after the exile of 365; according to Barron, the first post-exilic

issues are datable about 310 B.C. The Samlans are supposed to have come back,

however, in 322 B.C. If they used coin devices in stamps at that time, they

would be, as they seem to me to reminiscent of the latest issues before 365,

See my pages 63 and especially 65, where I suggest for the whole group a date in

or soon after 322 B.C.

I am sorry I have nothing like your tile stamps, I have looked through
Barron's Silver Coins of S&mqs without getting much chronological help for those
type, except that the leaves of the olive wreath in one of them are solid instead of
being in outline, and this seems to indicate, in the cotes, a period later than
the 5th century Sami^ issues; you can see the solid loaves in Barren's plates XVII-
XXI, behind the ox, cf. also the leaves on the wreath on the bronze coin, my pi,
13, no, 12. See Barron, p. 71, on these leaves. Look at the book yourself, for the
prwx Sa^ina. or perhaps writ, to Barron: J. P, Barron. University College London,
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Gower Sjireet V/Cl. H« does say that the prow is different on the coins of various
not

.. . ~

p-sriods (see again his p. 71) but he does .describe the difference.
A

Your other stamped handle (beside the H®ra one), which reads AYCA retrograde,

is paralleled in our files, but without archaeological context; we have two examples

in the Benaohi collection in Alexandria. It is possibly early Rhodian (for AY2A(NAP02

?); it may be datable in the early 3rd century B.C.

«Vith best greetings, and continued interest in your finds.

Yours sincerely.

Virginia E. Grace
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INSTITUT FDR BAUFORSCHUNG
UND BAUGESCHICHTE

TECHNISCHE UNIVERSITAT MUNCHEN

H. Kienast

MDNCHEN 2, den

ARCISSTRASSE 21

TEL. 2105-164

Miss

VIRGINIA R. GRACE

Fellow of the American School of classical studies

A_T_H_E_N__1fl;0_j___S0UDIAS__54

19.1.1972

Sehr verehrte Ms. Grace,

vor einiger Zeit hatte ich Gelegenheit, Ihren neuesten Artikel
in Hesperia "Samian Amphoras" zu lesen. Sicher konnen Sie sich
vorstellen, daB mich Ihre Ausfiihrungen darin sehr interessiert
hahen, besonders die Stempel Nr. 25 - 27 auf Tafel 12.

Bei unserem Gesprach im vorigen Sommer auf Samos waren Sie sehr
erfreut uber den von.mir gefundenen Stempel, der auch einen
Herakopf zeigt. Nun hatte ich verschiedene Fragen an Sie und
ich ware Ihnen sehr dankbar, wenn Sie mir weiterhelfen kbnnten.
Zunachst ware es wichtig, zu wissen, ob der Stempel von der
Stadtmauer tatsachlich identisch ist mit dem erv/ahnten Stempel
Ihres Artikels und ob ich Sie richtig verstanden habe, wenn
dieser Stempel auf 370 - 365 datiert ist.

Dariiber hinaus wollte ich wissen, ob Sie auch zu den anderen
Stempein, vor allem zu den Dachziegelstempeln mit der Samaina
schon irgendwelche Angaben machen konnen. Da diese Stempel fur
mich die einzig datierbaren Funde an der Stadtmauer darstellen,
ware mir Ihre Hilfe sehr wertvoll. Da Sie mir auBerdem damals
auf Samos jede Hilfe zugesichert haben, erlaube ich mir, mit
cLiesen Wunschen an Sie heranzutreten.

Ich bitte um Verstandnis wenn ich in deutsch schreibe, Ihre
^ntwort konnen Sie selbstverstandlich in englisch schreiben.
Ich wurde mich sehr freuen, bald von Ihnen zu hbren und ver-
l^ieibe mit freundlichen GriiBen

Ihr sehr ergebener

A
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HowoTrer, [poth the series referred to seem too common in Athens to have imported oil.
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